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INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Electronic time capsule

eBay search for Music Center

In the autumn of 2007, after a short briefing on how to use eBay and how useful it can be to find things

you want through the Internet, I sat in my study and typed in the words 'Schaub-Lorenz Music Center' in

eBay's search window and waited.

Most hits were portable transistor radios

Up popped a large number of hits, mostly portable transistor radios that I was not interested in.

However, surprisingly, one of those hits turned out to be the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 that

I'd been looking for years, but had never managed to track down.

Imminent eBay auction

This German-made music center, which was about to be auctioned in two days time on a live eBay

auction, was, in its day, a state-of-the-art consumer radio-tape recorder manufactured in 1965-67 by

the firm of Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG in Altena, Germany.

Pandora's Box?

If this music center I was thinking of buying contained some original 1960s and early 1970s music

programmes or radio broadcasts on its tape-recording unit, it would be nothing less than a 'time

capsule', perhaps containing musical or radio treasures. Alternatively, I might just be buying Pandora's

Box, plagued by faults that no-one in the world could solve.
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Well-engineered machine

Buying it, though, would give me the opportunity to walk down memory lane, acquire a "very well-

engineered machine with good quality sound"1, and become the guardian of a forgotten piece of

German electronic history. If I didn't buy it, I would never know for sure what was recorded on it. 

Almere, The Netherlands, 11 March 2008

Footnote
1. Jim Weir: private e-mail, Nov 2007
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1.2 Live eBay auction

Auction house in Eastbourne, Sussex

The music center that had just popped up in my eBay search window in October 2007 was for sale in a

live eBay auction. This would be my first live internet auction. I discovered that the auction house was

located in Eastbourne, East Sussex, England, a town I know well and close to where I'd grown up. The

eBay description referred to 'Chaub-Lorenz' instead of Schaub-Lorenz, and included colour photos of

the machine that was described as being "in good condition".

Registered as absentee bidder

I phoned the auction house, enquired how to register for the auction online and, as a so-called

'absentee bidder', I later placed an advance bid for the machine, effectively authorising eBay to overbid

any other bids in the live auction up to a maximum amount, without my having to lift a finger on auction

day.

Day of the auction

On the day of the Internet auction, I waited and watched until my item, almost the last, came up.

Bidding suddenly started and within seconds ended, with the final and winning bid being mine! I had

acquired a sought-after German time capsule for just £15! I simply couldn't believe my luck. The total

cost, including auction and credit-card fees and sales tax came to just £19 (± €27). This had to be the

radio bargain of the century.

Arranged storage and collection

I immediately e-mailed a friend near Eastbourne and asked him if he would pick up the music center

for me and store it until I could come over to England to collect it.
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1.3 Henson & Sons of Finchley

R. Henson & Sons of Finchley

I'd bought my first Schaub-Lorenz Music Center (5001 model) back in 1969 from a small wholesaler in

north London. I had to shell out the best part of seven weeks wages that I'd earned during my college

holidays as a barman in a working men's pub in Newhaven, Sussex. The company that sold me the

machine was R. Henson Ltd of 21, Lodge Lane, north Finchley. As I recall, I paid around £89 in cash,

which was a lot of money then.

Price of a cheap German car

Ralf Birkenkampf, an ex-music center owner living in Germany, recalls how expensive these machines

were when they were launched. "Back in 1965, the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 cost DM 1,248",

he told me. That was a great deal of money in those days, given that a cheap car in those days cost

DM 4,000. Consequently, only wealthy people could afford to buy the music center".1 

Manhandled across London to south coast

As I had no car then, I had to lug the 26-kilo cabinet across London and then to the south coast of

England by taxis, underground and trains.

Swapped for second-hand car

A year or so later, I swapped it for a car, which I apparently needed more than the music center. At the

time, it seemed like a fair deal. Later, however, the car turned out to be poorly maintained and was

riddled with minor faults and so the sweetness of the deal turned sour.

Life-long regret motivates search for replacement

It'll come as no surprise to hear that I have regretted selling that music center ever since, and so in

2007 I made up my mind to try to find a replacement. That's when the idea came up to search for a

replacement on eBay.

Footnote
1. Ralf Birkenkampf's recollections (5 April 2008)
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1.4 Collectors' item

What collectors have said...

In earlier internet searches, I'd come across several e-mail exchanges between antique radio collectors,

and would-be collectors, who described the 5001 music center they had heard about on the grapevine

or had owned. 

One such e-mail read: "Wow! That's just the sort of technology that appeals to me. I am going to have

to find one of those machines".
1

Another message read: "The early 5001 model in a wooden case with twin loudspeakers appears to be

a sought-after model in Germany, and is quite valuable".
2

Ralf Birkenkampf, a former music center owner, also described the 5001 music center as a "collector's

item". These music centers were " very expensive machines and so were mainly bought by wealthy

people. In 1965, a cheap car cost DM 4000, while a music center 5001 cost DM 1248".

Footnotes
1. John of Ellington, Northumberland NE61, who posted a message on www.vintage-radio.com (May 2004).
2. Howard of Godalming, Surrey, who also posted a message on www.vintage-radio.com (May 2005).
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1.5 Heavy furniture

Collection

When I went to England to collect the music center a few months later, I found it being stored under an

upright piano in a house near Eastbourne. I was delighted to find that the music center had a

beautifully polished, dark mahogany cabinet, identical to the one I'd originally owned back in the late

1960s.

Heavy 'furniture'

As it was so heavy, I had to ask the strapping son of the landlady of the B&B where I was staying, to

help me carry it into the building, not wishing to risk leaving it in the car overnight. When I mentioned

that I didn't know whether it even worked, the landlady's son replied "Even if it doesn't, I wouldn't mind

having it just as a piece of furniture in my front room!"

1.6 Live auction

Auction house in Eastbourne, Sussex

The music center that had just popped up in my eBay search window in October 2007 was for sale in a

live eBay auction. This would be my first live internet auction. I discovered that the auction house was

located in Eastbourne, East Sussex, England, a town I know well and close to where I'd grown up. The

eBay description referred to 'Chaub-Lorenz' instead of Schaub-Lorenz, and included colour photos of

the machine that was described as being "in good condition".

Registered as absentee bidder

I phoned the auction house, enquired how to register for the auction online and, as a so-called

'absentee bidder', I later placed an advance bid for the machine, effectively authorising eBay to overbid

any other bids in the live auction up to a maximum amount, without my having to lift a finger on auction

day.

Day of the auction

On the day of the Internet auction, I waited and watched until my item, almost the last, came up.

Bidding suddenly started and within seconds ended, with the final and winning bid being mine! I had

acquired a sought-after German time capsule for just £15! I simply couldn't believe my luck. The total

cost, including auction and credit-card fees and sales tax came to just £19 (± €27). This had to be the

radio bargain of the century.

Arranged storage and collection

I immediately e-mailed a friend near Eastbourne and asked him if he would pick up the music center

for me and store it until I could come over to England to collect it.
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1.7 Quick and dirty assessment

Problems with tuner unit

Once I'd got the music center I'd bought on eBay back to the Netherlands, I turned it on to see whether

it worked properly. The FM radio still worked fine as did the AFC, but the AM tuning (for LW/MW/SW)

appeared to be jammed. Perhaps the tuning cord had somehow got tangled up around one of the

pulleys, I thought. 

Tape unit fails continuous-play feature

The tape unit worked pretty well. At the end of a track, the tape unit would automatically click to the

next track and then rewind. However, once rewound, it failed to move on to the next track as it should. 

Cabinet in good condition

Although the brass Schaub-Lorenz badge on the front left of the cabinet was missing, the cabinet itself

was in excellent condition, bar a few small scratches (wear and tear). Hardly surprising given that the

machine was 40 years old! 

Record function faulty

The 'record' function didn't work, which also meant that no new recordings could be made and that

unwanted recordings could not be erased from the tape. I was advised to discontinue running the tape

unit until it could be looked at, as the tape had a tendency to shred. (See 'Synergy').

1.8 Quality

Four main units

The Schaub-Lorenz Music Center comprises four main units:

- Tape unit

- Control unit

- Tuner unit

- Power-supply unit

Rule of thumb for gauging hi-fi quality

A rule of thumb for gauging the quality of audio and hi-fi equipment is the number of transistors,

diodes and relays it has. The Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 has:

   26 transistors (27 in the 5005 model)

   13 diodes

   1 Zener diode

   8 different types of relays

   2 main/bridge rectifiers (in power-supply unit)

   2 photoconductive cells (light-dependent resistors, or LDRs)

   4 types of magnet (tape unit)

Other quality features

In addition, it has 11 push buttons, a 4-band radio including FM with an automatic frequency control

(AFC), a 126-track reel-to-reel tape recorder with an alphanumeric track-selection dial, two

loudspeakers, and a top-quality amplifier.

Further details, including an appraisal of the Music Center's amplifier, can be found in The 5001's

amplifier .47
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1.9 126-track jukebox

Unique, reel-to-reel jukebox

One of the unique features of this Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 is its tape unit. It has been

described as a 'reel-to-reel jukebox'. The tape unit has a dial that can be turned clockwise or

anticlockwise from dial sector A to dial sector O. (Sector 'I' was never used). The tape unit has a 10-cm

(4 inch) wide magnetic tape that allows you to record either directly from the radio or from a record

player.

126 recordable tracks: 46.2 hours recording

Each of the dial's 14 letters (tape 'sectors') is divided into 9 further recording tracks, giving a grand

total of 126 tracks (14 x 9), each of 22 minutes in length. This offers a total of 46.2 hours of recording,

unequalled by any other consumer tape recorder of its generation. In fact, if you'd wanted, you could

have recorded 882 x 3-minute singles [7 x 3=21 mins x 126=882] on the tape!

Target audience and uses

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, some machines were used to play non-stop music at private parties.

You didn't have to bother about changing records every 3 minutes (singles) or 22 minutes (LPs), and

some hotels and pubs bought machines for playing endless piped music in foyers and other public

spaces. According to Lasky's Radio's advertisements, the target audience for music centers were

discos, clubs and hi-fi enthusiasts.

1.10 Continuous play feature

Continuous play

Another unique feature of the tape unit is that its tape (drum) automatically rewinds after reaching the

end of a 22-minute track, or earlier, if it comes to the end of a recording. Having played track A1, for

example, the tape unit automatically switches to the next track (A2), rewinds the tape, and then plays

that track. At least that's the theory. (see Common faults ).

See also a brief discussion about the 22-minute recording feature in Autoreverse suggested by Jim

Weir.

1.11 Tape contents

Historic English radio comedy

I was interested to find out what 1960s/70s music and radio programmes had been recorded on the

tape. Sector A contained much jazz and some classical music. Most of Sector D had been used to

record Round the Horne, a popular BBC Sunday afternoon radio show (genre: camp comedy) featuring

Kenneth Williams and Kenneth Horne. The radio show attracted 15 million listeners each week during

its heyday (1965-69). In addition, there were several recordings of the popular Goons Show, featuring

Harry Secombe, Peter Sellers and Spike Milligan.

90

94
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Popular music shows

I also found a live recording of the 498th edition of the Saturday Club which I discovered was

recorded live on 20 April 1968, based on a reference to the "upcoming 500th edition in two weeks

time". (This helped date when the music center was originally purchased). The Saturday Club was a

teenage pop-music show on BBC Radio between 1958-1969, and attracted audiences in their millions,

and many of the big bands at that time, including 'The Beatles', were invited to play their music live on

air.

Classic 60s & 70s pop songs

The tape also contained many classic pop songs from the 1960s and early 1970s, including Homeward

Bound (Simon & Garfunkel, 1966), House of the Rising Sun (Animals, 1964), Nights in White Satin (Moody

Blues, 1972), Can't Get No Satisfaction (The Stones, 1965), Sundown (Gordon Lightfoot, 1974) and Good

Vibrations (Beach Boys, 1966).

Empty tape sectors

A number of the tape sectors contained no recordings whatsoever, and would be useful for making

new recordings in the future. Because of the 'playback embargo', I was only going to find out what else

had been recorded after the machine was repaired.

1.12 Preserve for posterity

In search of a radio doctor

This electronic time capsule really needed to be repaired. If I failed to do this, I could never discover

what else was on the tape for fear of inadvertently shredding it, nor could I fully use all the machine's

functionalities. It cried out to be preserved for posterity.

To do this, I would need to find out whether there was anyone who could repair such a machine,

someone who had the necessary skills to repair the complex mechanical and electrical operations of

this 40-year-old 'time capsule'. This was going to be a tall order. Or so I thought.

*  *  *
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2 RADIO DOCTOR

2.1 Mike Solomons

Photo: Mike Solomons in his workshop in Harrow, Feb 2008. P.K. Smith

Walking encyclopedia on hi-fi & audio

While trawling the Internet again, I came across a small radio & hi-fi business in north Harrow. The

owner, Mike Solomons, turned out to have 40 years' experience of repairing radios and hi-fi

equipment. Not only that, he seemed to be a walking encyclopaedia on audio and hi-fi equipment, and,

as I later found out, receives a constant stream of phone calls and e-mails from members of the public

wanting to consult the 'oracle' about audio and hi-fi products and their reparability, among other

things. 

Repair workshop on Henson's premises (1970)

After an exchange of e-mails, I arranged for Mike Solomons to repair my Schaub-Lorenz Music Center

for me in the coming months. What I found even more amazing was that this audio/hi-fi repairer had

actually set up a repair workshop in the early 1970s, in the very wholesaler's premises where I had

bought my first Schaub-Lorenz Music Center back in 1969: Henson's of north Finchley! But I am running

ahead of my story...
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2.2 Repairing the Music Center

Three days of TLC

My newly purchased Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 (serial no. 39894) needed two to

three full days for repair and some TLC.

Handed over dual pulley

On arrival at London Sound, Mike's workshop in north Harrow, I handed Mike Solomons an A-4 list of

repairs, one of which included the installation of a new dual pulley that I'd acquired from Scottish

clockmaker, Jim Weir. (see How to make a two-spindled pulley )

Forensic testing

Mike wasted no time in unscrewing four holding screws and opening up the back cover of the cabinet.

Within seconds he was forensically testing the machine's capabilities, pressing buttons and knobs here,

pulling out plug-in electrical boxes there, while softly muttering "amazing!", as he soon discovered

evidence of his own earlier repair work and the still excellent condition of the machine.

Recognises own repair work

Even though he had probably only repaired the odd one or two Schaub-Lorenz Music Centers since

moving into his Harrow workshop in 1990, and a few back in the 1980s, he had not forgotten how the

machine worked, nor its foibles, or how he'd repaired them. My constant queries helped jog further

memories. "Good bodging". He then pulled back a hinged, metal-framed circuit board laced with

electrical circuitry and immediately spotted a number of 'markers' from his earlier repair work. He

recognised what he called "bodged soldering" repairs that he'd carried out between 1970-72, but

added, "it was good bodging"!! 

Good condition astonishes Solomons

Mike was astonished at the excellent interior and exterior condition of my 40-year-old 'electronic time

capsule'. He told me that back in the early 1970s, he'd serviced and repaired machines that had been in

worse condition then, than the one I'd just brought in for repair in 2008!

2.3 Starting out

Solomons quit school after mock 'A' levels

Despite enjoying a grammar-school education, Mike Solomons admits that he did not do well at

school, and simply upped and walked out after mock 'A' levels. The school was "too specialised in the

Arts", he said, whereas Solomons was more "practically" gifted.

 

Modest start-up capital

Mike was only too happy to talk about himself, his past, and to share his recollections of repairing

Schaub-Lorenz Music Centers. Mike started out in the repair business with £20 in the bank, his late

grandfather's car, and some test equipment and components originally bought for his hobby.

 

City & Guilds in 'Radio and TV Repairing'

Undaunted by his bold decision, Mike obtained a City & Guilds qualification in 'Radio and Television

Repairing', and has been running a radio and hi-fi repair business under various names ever since.

98
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2.4 In search of new business

Solomons pays wholesaler Hensons a visit

It was after setting up a radio and hi-fi business in Edgware, London (Radio & Hi-Fi Service) in early

1970, that Mike heard about a small UK wholesaler called R. Henson Ltd of north Finchley. One day,

Mike happened by Hensons the wholesaler, intending to buy goods and drum up some work for his

new repair business.

Schaub-Lorenz sells off faulty machines

Standard Elektrik Lorenz's consumer sales division, Schaub-Lorenz, was forced to buy back large

numbers of faulty units from unhappy German retailers, and in order to cut their losses, had to sell off

the (returned) troublesome units to various interested parties, one of whom was Henson's.

Hensons buys up Schaub-Lorenz machines

Hensons had "....bought a batch of these faulty machines as scrap..." from Schaub-Lorenz, had them

shipped to England, and were already selling them by the time Mike turned up on the scene. At that

time, Mike says: "Henson's was being run by a father and two sons, and at least two other employees".

Repair facility for handling guarantee work

Mike Solomons believes that in the early days, music centers were sold without warranties and

therefore carried a cheaper price tag. By the late 1960s, however, the sale price had risen, presumably

to cover the cost of the one-year guarantee Hensons offered on later machines. As it turned out, this

was a wise decision, as many of the machines failed within three months of purchase, obliging the

wholesaler to organise a repair facility.

UK selling prices

The price customers paid for a music center varied widely:

· Mike Solomons recalls that the later units that Hensons purchased from Schaub-Lorenz were "new,

unused stock", and so although they were more expensive (± £89)1, they were probably "better

value for money" than the used or recalled music centers that he had been used to repairing earlier

on 

· The author recalls paying £89 for his machine

· Lasky's Radio, a retail chain selling radios and electrical gadgets, bought up a large batch of these

Music Centers, probably from Hensons, and sold them for £69.95.2

· Michael Poll in South Africa purchased his 5001 music center second hand in Woodside Park, north

Finchley, London, in August 1968, after seeing an ad in the personal column of The Times; although

he cannot remember exactly how much he paid for the machine back then, he did keep a flyer that

advertised the price of the 5001 Music Center at a staggering 275 guineas (£288.75) (see

Adverts )

· Mike Solomons had also heard of music centers being advertised for £275, but never met anyone

who had paid anything like that for a first-hand machine

Selling prices in Germany

In Germany, the launch price of the music center was DM 1248. For an extra DM 48, you could

purchase the optional, four-legged metal stand. Source: www.vintage-radio.com. The launch price of

the 5005 radiogram model, which included a record player, radio and tape recorder, was DM 1498,

although the author has come across erroneous reports that the 5005 model was twice as expensive as

the 5001 model (i.e. DM 2496).

Footnotes 
1. Author.

2. See the Lasky's Radio advert for the 5001 Music Center, showing selling price (late 1960s) in Adverts .

28

28

http://www.vintage-radio.com
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2.5 Synergy

Selling disaster

Henson's soon discovered that the machines they'd bought were, according to Mike, "extremely

unreliable", making them a "selling disaster". The failure rate of these music centers, Mike said, was

"never better than about 90%, on or within three months of delivery".

 

Hensons desperate to repair faulty machines

Mr Henson Snr. was "desperate to get these machines working". During his visit, Mike Solomons and

Henson Snr got talking and quickly recognised the synergy between their respective businesses. As a

result, Mike soon found himself repairing a large number of Henson's music centers being returned to

the wholesaler under guarantee. Henson's then decided to buy in more machines, selling them at a

"very good profit", Mike recalls, to private customers and retail outlets (e.g. Lasky's Radio).

Repair facility for handling guarantee work

Mike was never employed by Henson's. "I simply took on the repair of as many machines as I could

manage". In fact, at one point (1970) Mike was repairing so many machines that he decided to set up a

temporary workshop in a spare room on Henson's premises.

Dab hand at repair

Even though they were very unusual radio-tape recorders at the time, full of state-of-the-art electronic

circuitry and mechanics, Mike, who became a dab hand at repairing the machines, was paid the

princely sum of one pound sterling per hour to turn as many faulty music centers into reliable ones as

he could. He was able to repair "as many as eight units in a day" when he was doing guarantee work

for Henson's.

"It takes a certain type of nutcase to be able to mend these machines!", Mike remarks candidly. "Given

that you were such a fast worker, wouldn't it have been better to have been paid on a piece-rate basis?

, I enquired. "Yes, in retrospect, it probably would have been", Mike replies.

2.6 Schaub engineer visits Hensons

German engineer visits Hensons

Not long after Mike began repairing the Schaub-Lorenz machines, Henson's arranged for a "senior

Schaub-Lorenz engineer to come to England to train a group of engineers". As it turned out, Mike was

"the only engineer in that group", and so he received a one-on-one training in how to service and

repair these machines, from a "very clever German engineer" who was described to Mike as the

designer of the music center. He was not able to recall the name of the engineer. 

See Unusual uses .95
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2.7 Hobson's choice

Few repairers can fix machine

Once I had discovered all this, I asked Mike if he would repair my music center for me. Did I have any

choice? Only Hobson's choice! Mike is not aware of anyone else, either in the UK or elsewhere, who

could carry out repairs on these machines, which, he reliably informed me, need to be carried out by a

"skilled and experienced repairer. The average DIY-er", he claimed, "would not have the skill or know-

how to do the job properly."

  

Expensive repair with guarantee

My time capsule would not be cheap to repair either. Mike estimated the repair work would set me

back £300-500 (max.). However, given that Mike has a three-language service manual for these music

centers, has hands-on experience of repairing these machines, and would guarantee his workmanship

and any parts replaced for 12 months, I felt confident that I would be making a sound and worthwhile

investment.

See also: Top 4 faults .

*  *  *

88
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3 BACKGROUND

3.1 Project, Criteria and Disciplines

Project

In 1960, a team of gifted engineers working for Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG were set the enormous

task of building a unique, high-quality tape recorder for home use1, to a stringent specification. That

machine would later become known by the company as the BBG (or the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center). 

Multidisciplinary team 

The task required a multidisciplinary team of engineers with expertise in the following disciplines: 

  •  Magnetic-sound technology

  •  Radio-broadcasting technology

  •  Precision engineering

  •  Acoustics

Design and functional criteria

  • Anyone must be able to operate the tape recorder

  • A single button for recording radio broadcasts

  • Additional buttons to switch the radio on and off and for playing back recordings

  • A convenient track-selection mechanism to enable user to quickly access any prerecorded track at 

the touch of a button

  • A built-in storage device that could store more than 45 hours of recordings

  • Quality of recordings had to be as good as the quality of radio broadcasts

  • User should not be able to see the technology inside the cabinet

To help realise these criteria, a "well-known designer" was invited to join the team sometime after the

start.2

Footnotes
1. Also referred to in a 1965 article on the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center as the 'home recorder' and a 'music box/

jukebox' (see article no. 3 in JOURNAL ARTICLES).

2. It is assumed this was Friedrich Knochenhauer . However, it is could have been Siegfried Apitz  as he
was a prolific designer and inventor.

Source: Translated and adapted from the original German Music Center brochure published by Schaub-Lorenz
Vertreibs GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany (1-4-1965).

34 58
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3.2 Hannover Messe

Launch

In 1965, five years after the development project began, and using the slogan "New Technology for a

New Market", Standard Elektrik Lorenz's 'consumer electronics' division, Schaub-Lorenz Vertreibs

GmbH, based in Pforzheim, rolled out their new multitrack tape recorder with wide tape, at the

Hannover Messe in Germany, by introducing two variations of the music center:

 • The 5001 model (tape recorder | FM/AM radio)

 • The 5005 radiogram model (tape recorder | FM/AM radio | record player

A third version, the 6000 model, aka the 'stereo chassis', contained a stereo tape recorder but no

(radio) receiver, stereo amplifier or cabinet. General Electric in the United States purchased a large

batch of these chassis from Schaub-Lorenz around 1965 and introduced a stereophonic version of the

music center on the American market. Some 6000 music centers found their way back into the

European marketplace.   

Target markets

The two service manuals for repairing the mechanical and electrical operations of the music center

were printed in three languages: German, English and French, suggesting that, in addition to the US

and British market, Schaub-Lorenz also regarded France1 as a suitable consumer market in which to roll

out their new German tape-recording technology.

It has recently come to light that Schaub-Lorenz had intended to produce the music center in Ireland,

and to that end sent Kurt Senglaub out there twice, but these plans never got off the ground.2

From trade-fair sensation to catastrophe

According to Ralf Birkenkampf in 2008, a German hi-fi collector and former owner of a 5001 music

center, the Schaub-Lorenz Music Centers were the "sensation of the Hannover Messe in 1965".

However, according to Mike Solomons of London Sound, who repaired many of these music centers in

the early 1970s, these machines were plagued by manufacturing defects and were a 'selling disaster',

causing Schaub-Lorenz to terminate production prematurely. For further details, see Part 3 of the

'Electronic Time Capsule' story. 

Birkenkampf claims that "only 2,000 units were sold" as a result,3 while Bernd Engel wrote that there

were "fewer than 1000 music centers made".4 No company records can be traced which support these

numbers. The actual number produced probably lies around 1500 units, making them a comparatively

rare tape recorder today.

Footnotes
1. Nothing is known about the fortunes of the Music Center in France.
2. Siegfried Apitz, June 2008.
3. E-mail to author April 2008.
4. Das music-center 5001 von Schaub-Lorenz (pub. 1998), in GFGF's Themenheft No. 1, 2004.

GFGF: Gesellschaft der Freunde der Geschichte des Funkwesens e.V.
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3.3 Marketing

The following graphic designs were produced in April 1965 for the brochure used to promote Schaub-

Lorenz Music Centers:
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3.4 Adverts

Here are a couple of examples of adverts relating to the UK sale of the 5001 table model. The advert

shows a 275 guinea selling price:

The Lasky's advert (right) first appeared in Practical Wireless in Dec 1967
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Shield Laboratories advertised the 5001 table model for three months in Practical Wireless
from Dec 1967 till Feb 1968.

3.5 Graetz company timeline
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4 HISTORY OF THE BBG

4.1 Introduction

Herbert Hamann, an ex-Graetz-SEL employee who worked in Product Preparation with Wolfgang Gerwien,

recalls fragments of the birth, rise and demise of the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center, and reveals some of the

problems faced by the engineers and others involved in the making of the BBG1 tape machine.

This short account of the history of the BBG is based on Konzept für Thema BBG, a talk given in German

at the GFGF radio club's AGM in Erfurt, Germany, on 17 May 2008, by Herbert Hamann. The transcript

of this talk was gifted to the author at the end of the presentation, which included a display of two well-

known music centers (the 5001 and 6000 models), and a very unusual music center that was specially

adapted with a stereoscopic slide-viewer (see Unusual uses ).

Photo: Herbert Hamann giving a presentation on Schaub-Lorenz Music Centers
to an audience of ± 92 GFGF members in the Kaisersaal, Erfurt, Germany, May 2008.

Footnote
1. Breitbandgerät.

95
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4.2 Takeovers

Sander & Janzen

In 1959, Graetz KG
1
 acquired Sander & Janzen (aka Saja), a company with factories in Berlin and

Duderstadt which made tape recorders, dictating machines and drive motors for turntables. In 1960,

following the acquisition, Graetz decided to transfer Saja's tape-recorder development and production

teams to their factory in Altena, Westphalia. 

Saja's material unusable

Much of the material that the Saja personnel took with them to Altena from Berlin and Duderstadt

turned out to be unusable. This was because Saja had failed to make proper technical or production

drawings beforehand. Consequently, in order to enable further tape-recorder production, new

drawings had to be made again from scratch, in Altena.

Plagued by production problems

From the start, Graetz was plagued by Saja production problems which took an enormous amount of

time to sort out. One ex-Saja employee, the former boss at Saja's plant in Duderstadt, who apparently

knew everything about the tape-recording machines, and who could have helped solve the production

problems, was unfortunately not available to them. 

Saja production terminated

The Saja personnel who transferred to Graetz, Altena struggled to sort out the chaos themselves, but

never did. One day, production came to a halt, permanently.  

Standard Elektrik Lorenz acquires Graetz

Two years later, in 1961, Graetz KG was bought by Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG (SEL), and the BBG unit

known as 'Division VI' became part of 'SEL's 'consumer electronics division known as Schaub-Lorenz.

For commercial reasons, the BBG became known as the 'Schaub-Lorenz Music Center'.
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4.3 BBG Team & Project

Engineers flee to West Berlin

Meanwhile, in 1960, four engineers working in Eastern Germany, namely, Friedrich Knochenhauer,

Günter Löffler, Kurt Senglaub and Hans-Georg Fuchs, quit their jobs in East Germany, crossed over to

West Berlin with their families, and ended up in a refugee camp seeking asylum from the Communist

regime. 

Engineers with tape-recorder experience

The four engineers had all previously worked together in Eastern Germany for Funkwerk, a company

making tape recorders in the Köpenick district of East Berlin. Funkwerk was a subsidiary of the

measuring-instrument company Messgerätewerk Zwönitz, headquartered in Zwönitz, a town nestled in

the Erz Mountains south of Chemnitz. These engineers, together with their families, settled in Altena,

Westphalia, where they began working for Graetz KG as design and development engineers, assigned

to the music-center (BBG) project. 

Music Center (BBG) project begins

In that same year, 1960, the main design and development of the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center took

place at Graetz in Altena, a project that became known internally as the 'Breitbandgerät.'2 The four new

engineers from Eastern Germany, together with Siegfried Apitz [3a], the youngest member of the BBG

team, plus the Saja personnel, had the necessary tape-recording expertise to initiate Graetz's new

tape-recorder project. 

Aim of the project

According to two members of the Product Preparation department, Herbert Hamann and Wolfgang

Gerwien, whose job it was to ensure that production-line personnel knew how to assemble the

machine, it was "not the aim of the BBG team to make a professional machine to the highest

standards". 

Responsibilities

One of the engineers, Friedrich Knochenhauer, was appointed departmental manager to head up the

BBG's design and development team. He is described as "an exemplary individual", and was known to

his colleagues as "KN".  

Hans-Georg Fuchs was given the responsibility for the mechanical construction of the BBG (music

center). Unfortunately, he died in a car accident in 1963/64 during the developmental phase, and would

never see the final production version of the music center that he helped to develop.
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4.4 Models and patents

Models

The team of design and development engineers at Graetz/SEL devised four versions of their music

center, but only three models ever made it to production. These were: 

1. The 5001 table model with 126 tracks. 

2. The 5005 upright model with a simple built-in record player, and a mixer unit (5012) as an

accessory. 

3. A central chassis, type 6000, complete with a 110v power-supply unit, a stereo version with 81 tracks,

for the US export market. This model was called the "STEREO tape recorder 6000" and was supplied

with a manual for connecting the chassis to a valve amplifier/vacuum-tube amplifier, and indicated that

a 110v to 220v transformer would be required for use in Europe, and that further accessories were

available. 

A special fourth version was conceived by the team for use by the Police for recording day-to-day work

situations and police proceedings. Of prime importance was that this particular tape recorder would

have needed a significantly greater recording capacity. This version was never made, and was just a

pipe dream. 

Patents

In the midst of all the technical problems, Friedrich Knochenhauer managed to dictate a plethora of

patents to his secretary, Mrs Rapp, after hours3, in the administrative wing of the Development block.

4.5 Manufacture

Complex manufacturing process

Reminiscent of the troubles encountered earlier with the transition of the Saga tape-recorder

production to Graetz, Altena, the production of the BBG also suffered major problems arising from the

coordination of all the various manufacturing processes. In addition, there was very little tolerance in

the mechanical and electrical components, which only facilitated the occurrence of manufacturing

faults.4 Consequently, many components had to modified. 

BBG more a 'pilot' series'

Unlike the mass production of television and radio sets, the design and manufacture of the BBG was

more like a 'pilot series'. The BBG was so complex that it would have been impossible to make

thousands of identical copies. The team discovered that it was not possible to produce a reliable

device. 

Main problems

The main problems were with the reed relays and the wide tape. As regards the tape, the BBG team

were pioneering a completely unique, high-spec material for use in tape recorders; the tape had to be

very robust and yet very elastic. Moreover, the tape they needed had to be 100mm wide and 150

metres long. A specification requiring such a wide tape had never been produced before anywhere.

These tape requirements created a massive headache for the BBG team.    

Choosing the material for the wide tape 

At first the team experimented with tapes made from polyvinyl chloride (PVC), but they did not work

because the tape transport from one spool to the other was insufficiently smooth. The team then tried

using a polyester tape. This proved a time-consuming and very costly process.
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Propulsion magnets

Incidentally, the propulsion magnets (Ger: Zugmagnete) were also a bit of a problem. Their function is

to propel small levers forward inside a solenoid, to actuate the tape drum's brake, for example. These

magnets were known to make a scratching sound that was far from stimulating, especially when you

were trying to enjoy an evening of stimulating music. 

Manufacturing plants

The BBG's tape-recorder unit was assembled in SEL's factory in Kaufbeuren, 91 kms south west of

Munich, and in Rastatt.5 The machines that were used to make the metal components for the BBG were

made by Mitsubishi. All the rest of the music center was made and assembled in Altena, and later at

the FS factory in Bochum, 22 km west of Dortmund.

4.6 Production pulled

Production terminated

After just two years, production of the BBG was terminated, due in part to the introduction of the

compact cassette (compact audio cassette tape) by the Philips company in 1963, who offered a simpler

and cheaper method of recording on two pairs of stereo tracks. 

Unsold stock of music centers

SEL sold off the remaining factory stock of finished music centers cheaply, but this was not quite the

end of the music-center story.6 In Germany, an electroacoustics company in the Ruhr region purchased

a batch of these left-over music centers, as did some department stores, and used them for years to

provide background music in public places.7

At the time, they were seen as a good alternative to renting music products such as Muzak, 3M or

Reditune, from the established background-music suppliers. By the time their recordings were made

available to customers, music-center owners had already recorded and were already playing the latest

pop-music numbers to their own customers.

4.7 Team disperses

What became of the team?

In 1968, Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG (SEL) began transferring their Production and Preparation

department and their Design and Development department from Altena to Pforzheim,8 where their sales

division had already been for some time [ed. ± 1965].  The remaining members of the music-center's

development team left SEL to take up new positions in other companies. 

Friedrich Knochenhauer

He moved to a company in Munich called Grünwald, a firm that had made the drive motors for the

BBG. In 1973/74, Friedrich Knochenhauer suffered two successive heart attacks while driving to work in

his car, and tragically died in the car in the presence of his two daughters, aged 47.9 

Gunter Löffler

He worked for a time with a company making radios called Labor, but later became a teacher in a

school in . 

Kurt Senglaub10a

He went to [ed. AEG-]Telefunken in Ulm.
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Siegfried Apitz10b

He went to ITT Nokia.11

Wolfgang Gerwien and Herbert Hamann

They did not want to move with the Product and Preparation department from Altena to Pforzheim and

so decided to go their own separate ways, although only geographically. Wolfgang Gerwien went to

Munich to MBB, while Herbert Hamann went to work for a small technical office specialising in

electroacoustics used in department stores.

Hans Georg Fuchs and Alexander Boom:

Not mentioned in Erfurt document. 

4.8 Footnotes

1. Company history: For further details on the history of the Graetz company, see the Graetz company
timeline .

2. Breitband: A term Breitband has caused confusion in the past when translated into English. The tape should
not be translated as 'broadband' in English as that is a telecommunications term that refers to signal
bandwidth, something completely different from the designation 'wide tape' (preferred), or 'wide band' (see
Schaub manuals).

3. Patents: The industriousness and diligence of Friedrich Knochenhauer and Mrs Rapp are reflected in the tables
in the three Main Patents (see section on PATENTS), which summarise the key components of the music
center invention that were protected by patents he took out.

4. Quality control: This was almost certainly due to inadequate quality control procedures and inadequate
feedback to the assembly line. This is described in Top 4 Faults  (No. 1).

5. Manufacturing sites: Rastatt was not mentioned as one of the manufacturing sites in Herbert Hamann's Erfurt
document.

6. Fate of Music Center stock: see (i) In search of new business , and (ii) the 6000 stereo chassis .
7. Copyright:  The department stores may have technically been in breach of copyright legislation, which makes

it illegal to play recorded music in public or in a public place without paying royalties to the recording
companies concerned. The same applies to those hotels and pubs that used them. Whether they did or not, is
purely academic now.

8. Move to Pforzheim: A reliable source recently communicated the date to the author as being 1967.
9. Dates: The original date of Friedrich Knochenhauer's death is shown in the Erfurt document as 1963/64. This is

not correct. This would have meant that FK never saw the launch of the BBG in 1965, and could never have left
SEL for a company in Munich after production of the BBG was terminated. After I had pointed out this
discrepancy to Herbert Hamann, he manually altered the date of the car accident in his document from
1963/64 to 1973/74. In fact, Kurt Senglaub has recently confirmed the exact date with me (1969), but his final
age is still unknown.

10. The inventors: (a) I recently discovered that Kurt Senglaub was deliberately excluded from being mentioned in
the patents as one of the co-inventors. For further details, see the interview with Kurt Senglaub . Another
co-inventor of the BBG, again not mentioned in the 'Erfurt document', was Alexander Boom (see 1st Main
Patent ). (b) Siegfried Apitz is not mentioned as one of the team of engineers or as a co-inventor of the
BBG in Herbert Hamann's Erfurt document. His name emerged as one of the co-inventors during my
subsequent research into the patents. See also the interview with Siegfried Apitz .

11. Nokia is not mentioned in Hamann's document. This was confirmed in the interview with Apitz.

Source: Translated from the German with the help of Hans van Straalen and adapted by the author. A copy of
Herbert Hamann's original German document, Konzept für Thema BBG, can be found in the JOURNAL
ARTICLES.

*  *  *
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5 THE 5001 MODEL

5.1 Technical data

The Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 comprises four basic units (l-r, viewed from back of cabinet):

Tape unit, Control unit, Receiver unit and a Power-supply unit.

Tape unit

- Alphanumeric track-selection dial (A to O, no letter 'I'): 14 sectors each with 9 mono tracks

- 10 cm (4") wide magnetic tape with 126 tracks

- Total recording time: 126 tracks x 22 minutes = 46h 12m 

- Single-spindle pulley (defines tape speed)

- Tape speed: 10.5 cm/sec

- Rim-drive motor: play/record speed: 9.5-14 cm/sec1

- Fast tape rewind motor; rewind speed: 581 cm/sec (25 sec)1; 726 cm/sec (20 sec)2 

- Tape length: 145 metres

Control unit

- 6 push buttons: Radio (on/off), Music Center (on/off): tape unit, Playback, Stop, Pause, Record

- Top-quality amplifier (see The 5001's amplifier)

Receiver unit

- 4-band radio

- FM tuner: 87.5-104.5 MHz; 2.87-3.44 m

- AM tuner:

  - LW: 145-267 kHz; 1120-2070 m,

  - MW: 515-1625 kHz; 184.5-582 m

  - SW: 5.8-7.85 MHz; 38.3-51.8 m 

- Automatic Frequency Control (AFC)

  - fine-tunes and locks onto a selected signal (FM only)

- 2 loudspeakers (10 watts): a "small treble speaker inside the cone of a bass speaker"3

- 5 push buttons: AFC, FM, LW, MW, SW 

- 4 knobs: tuning, treble, volume, bass

- FM aerial built into the roof of the cabinet

- Two-pinned plug (back of cabinet): internal FM aerial

- Single wire with black plug: internal AM aerial 

Power-supply unit

- Power supply: 220 V; 110 V (US only)

- Power consumption:

- 90 W for PLAY and RECORD modes

- 160 W for fast rewind

- fan (rarely fitted) 

Dimensions

L x B x W: 785 x 326 x 284 mm

Weight

26 kg

http://ilove-schaub-lorenz-music-centers.com/The-5001's-amplifier.html
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Footnotes
1. Original German music-center marketing brochure published by Schaub-Lorenz Vertreibs GmbH, 1-4-1965.
2. Otto Limann, Funkschau 37, 1965 (see JOURNAL ARTICLES).
3. Jim Weir, Nov 2007.
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5.2 Operating instructions

Operating instructions for the 5001 & 5005 Music Centers, Schaub-Lorenz Vertreibs GMBH,

Pforzheim, Germany, March 1965.
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5.3 The 5001's amplifier

Mike Solomon says

The amplifier in the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 was "one of the best transistor amplifiers of the

era, outside of real hi-fi units". Mike Solomons could think of "two medium-expensive hi-fi amplifiers of

that era that were not as good; the Armstrong 500 Series and the Rogers Ravensbrook and Rogers

Ravensbourne". The reason he rates it so highly is because the Schaub-Lorenz amplifier "delivered low

levels of distortion".

5.4 The magnetic tape

· The 5001's magnetic recording tape, another German invention, is about 145 metres long

· It was manufactured in one-metre widths and then cut to the required width

· Tapes were usually 10 cm wide

· Holds 46 hours of recordings

· When running, the tape winds itself from one vertical cotton-reel-like drum to another at a speed of

11 cms/sec. It was generally considered that the higher the tape speed, the better the recording

quality 

· Schaub-Lorenz sold two different tape colours; a brown and a black one; "black tapes were

marginally better in quality than the more common brown ones"1

· There were two versions of the 5001 model

Their tape widths:

 - differed marginally (approx. 1-2 mm)

 - were probably a different brand

 - consequently the tape drums were not interchangeable

For aspects concerning tape and humidity, see 'Low humidity' in Top 4 Faults .

Footnote
1.  Mike Solomons. Confirmed by Siegfried Apitz (see his interview).

88
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6 THE 5005 MODEL

Radiogram

The 5005 'radiogram' model was sold with a black metal stand with four legs. The 5005 comprised a

record player (78, 45, 33, and 16 rpm, a 4-band FM/AM radio, an alphanumeric dial, and almost

identical electronics as the 5001 model. Mike Solomons recalls the former proprietor of Henson's, Mr

Henson Snr, having a standard 5005 model. Curiously, "the 5005 radiogram models were more reliable

than the 5001 model", Mike says.

Original brochure photos (1965) of the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 and 5005 can be found in

Marketing .27
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7 THE 6000 MODEL

81-track tape recorder

Unlike the 5001 model, the 6000 stereo music center model had:

• 81 tracks 

• a tape run of 22 minutes, providing 29.7 hours of recording 

Interestingly, the stereo versions of the Schaub-Lorenz Music center (6000 model) had an 81-track tape

(9 sectors x 9 tracks), not 126 tracks as you might expect. This is because stereo models needed two

tracks - and therefore two recording heads instead of the normal one - in order to magnetically record

the two stereo channels parallel to one another on the tape.

However, this 81-track stereo tape recorder unit only offered a total playing time of 29.7 hours, far

fewer than the standard 5001 (mono) model. The actual number of tracks used to record in stereo

required the tape to be wide enough to hold 162 parallel tracks on the 10 cm wide (broadband) tape. 

Track-selection dial for the 6000 chassis

The photo above clearly shows that the track-selection dial contains nine sectors (A to J, missing out

the letter 'I'), with each sector split into nine subsectors, giving a total of 81 tracks.

6000 model aimed at US export market

The 6000 stereo version of the 5001 music center was intended for the US market, and was fitted with a

110 V power pack unit, and was advertised as the Stereo Tape Recorder 6000. These chassis were sold

without a cabinet, a stereo (radio) receiver or a stereo amplifier. General Electric in the United States

bought a batch of these 6000 stereo chassis, installed their own stereo receivers and stereo amplifiers,

built their own cabinets and sold the resulting stereo music centers to the American consumer.
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Who bought them?

Some of the 6000 stereo chassis ended up (back) in the UK and the Netherlands, and were bought by

radio and electronics enthusiasts who either built them from a kit and a set of instructions, or bought

them as a ready-made stereo chassis. However, neither were sold with a cabinet, a stereo tuner or a

stereo amplifier; these all had to be purchased separately or installed by the radio enthusiast himself.

Dutch link

A company called Radio-Service 'Twente' NV, based in Goenewegje 14, The Hague, was selling these

stereo chassis and spare parts in mid-1969.

*  *  *
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8.1 Interview with Siegfried Apitz

Siegfried Apitz, Dipl.-Ing.

Siegfried Herbert Apitz, co-inventor of the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center, recalls his involvement in the

design and development of the multitrack tape recorder (BBG) in the mid-1960s.

Photo: Siegfried Apitz  ± 1963 (b. ca. 1936)
in the Development Department

at Standard Elektrik Lorenz, Altena, Westphalia, Germany 

PKS: Do you remember much about the time when you helped develop the BBG [ed. the Schaub-

Lorenz Music Center] at the Graetz company, in Altena, Germany?

SA: That was a long, long time ago. While we were still developing the Music Center at Graetz, the

company was taken over by Standard Elektrik Lorenz (SEL). Much later, SEL became part of Nokia. I no

longer have this machine in my possession. I haven't even got one of those machines anymore.

PKS: I have three of your 5001 Music Centers in my home.

SA: Ha, ha, ha! [laughs heartily].
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PKS: I am also very interested in the 5005 model, the one which contained a record player, radio

and a tape recorder in a cabinet. Do you remember that model?

SA: Wait a minute…oh, yes, you mean the 'huge box'!

PKS: In England, we call it the 'radiogram' model.

SA: Ha, ha, ha!!" [laughs].

PKS: Can you tell me why was the 5005 ('radiogram') model not made for stereo reproduction?

SA: Stereo reception in Europe was in its infancy in the early 1960s. There was not much stereo

available back then. So it seemed to us that a 'mono' version of the Music Center to be more

appropriate for Europe. However, in the US, they already had FM radio transmission, so a 'stereo'

version was more appropriate there. The stereo version required a bigger cabinet to house the

speakers1, and the size of the product was more acceptable to American consumers.

PKS: While carrying out research for my website, I found very little about your Music Center

written in English, except a few US and Dutch patent applications. Many documents, mainly

German or Dutch, had to be translated. I believe your story as one of the co-inventors of this

tape recorder needs to be told, so I was hoping you could help me write that story so I can place

it on my website.

SA: Oh, oh, oh, ooh, oooh! [groaning regretfully]. I'm not going to be a big help on this because all this

took place in a former life, long, long, long ago. Since then, I've developed many products such as the

VPS (Video Programming System) for ITT Nokia.

PKS: Siegfried, please just remind me what exactly "VPS" is and what it does.

SA: This invention was used to control the start and stop activities of programmed timer recordings in

video cassette recorders (VCRs).2 VPS uses hidden codes transmitted on Line 16 of a TV signal to start

and stop video recordings. The VCR's decoder filters this coded signal and compares it with the data

in the VCR's recording timetable. Consequently, the video recorder will also automatically record

delayed or postponed transmissions of any timer-programmed material. If, however, the user disables

the VPS, the hidden codes in the transmitted TV signals are ignored. In that event, the start of

recording will be based on the start time that the user has programmed. The VPS system only works

with stations which make use of VPS data transmission.3

PKS: I assume that Standard Elektrik Lorenz [ed. SEL] patented this invention too?

SA: Yes, but the main patent for the VPS system expired in 2006. Although the system is still in use,4

licence fees no longer need to be paid now.

PKS: These other inventions of yours are of great interest to me, so I have made some notes

about them. However, let's return to your involvement in the development of the Music Center.

SA: This old Music Center was developed so long ago; it was in my former life.

PKS: Do you remember what problems you had with the manufacture and/or design of the Music

Center?
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SA: I think the problem was due to the machine's huge storage capacity, which made it relatively

expensive to produce. The other thing was that we didn't have the courage to spend more time on it.

Not us, the inventors, but the company.

PKS: I understand from my research that many machines were returned to SEL by unhappy

retailers because they were faulty or unreliable.

SA: Mmm, mmm.

PKS: How did the team respond to this?

SA: We had lots of stereo equipment [ed. 6000 stereo model] which we [ed. SEL] sold to an American

company. These units/kits or inner tape machines comprised a record/playback amplifier, pilot-tone

amplifier, motor control and tape drive. General Electric bought these kits from us, and installed their

own receivers and power amplifiers, and made their own cabinets.

Unfortunately, these units had problems with the 'motor control', so I was posted to the United States

to work at General Electric in Decatur, Illinois, to help them sort out these problems.

PKS: What exactly were those problems with the 'motor control'.

SA: In order to rewind the tape, the rewind motor has to be coupled to the tape drum that supplied the

tape during playback. This meant that the rewind motor required both a very high rewind speed and a

soft-start capability. This wouldn't be a problem today, but given the resources available to us while we

were developing this machine, we only considered a negative temperature coefficient (NTC) resistor in

series with the motor to be suitable for this purpose. The problem was that the person operating the

Music Center had to be able to interrupt the rewind function at any given time. Consequently, when

rewind was restarted, we found that the NTC resistor had already preheated, therefore making its

impedance low. This caused the motor to start too quickly. Balancing the heating up and the cooling

down of that NTC resistor and its mounting, created many headaches for us.

PKS: What else were the 6000 stereo model used for?

SA: Quite a number of these units were also sent to the Kennedy Space Center where they were used

for recording 'space communications'.

PKS: What exactly do you mean by 'space communications'?

SA: The people at the Kennedy Space Center were investigating the possibility of recording space-flight

communication such as, for example, the verbal interactions between astronauts and ground control,

and the communication of data from unmanned space vehicles to ground control. However, they were

not very willing to disclose much about their plans, and only wanted to know what the capabilities were

of our recording machine.

PKS: My research shows that a container-load of these 6000 stereo chassis came back from the

United States. A number of them ended up in England, Holland and Germany, and were sold in

kit-form for self-assembly. They were apparently quite popular with radio enthusiasts and

electrical engineers, but did not contain a stereo amplifier or stereo tuner as you probably

know...

SA: Ja, ja. They would have had a record/playback amplifier, pilot-tone amplifier, motor control and a

tape drive just like the kits sold to General Electric. What you have just told me is possible, but I did not
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know about this story at all - that they came back and were distributed around Europe. I was busy

enough at the time working on more new inventions.

PKS: Can you think of any other reasons why the Music Center was not a great success?

SA: Ja. First of all, the tape had a limited capacity. Moreover, you could not exchange the tape drums,

except during repair. The average consumer could not do this himself, because you need a technical

understanding of how to carry out readjustments. Then came the introduction of the cassette tape by

the Philips company in 1963.

PKS: OK, this confirms my research. Incidentally, I am curious to know what you were holding in

your hands in the photo you sent me?

SA: That tiny beast is an early example of our later enemy: an audio cassette.

PKS: Aaah, yes, I thought it might be. Siegfried, you were a very interesting and prolific inventor.

Based on my research, you have some 65 patents with your name on them.

SA: Ja, ja. Inventions took up much of my time, including weekends and holidays; I was busy all the time.

As time went by, I had to somehow erase a lot of information from my brain about earlier inventions in

order to create enough space, you know, for ensuring that the products that were developed from

those inventions performed in accordance with their patented claims.

PKS: Did you ever write anything about your life as an inventor, or any articles for the companies

you worked for?

SA: No, no...

PKS: My guess is that you've been retired for four years now?

SA: Oh, no, a little bit more. Wait a minute. I retired when I was 64, and was born in 1933, so I am 75

years old now [ed. retired 1997].

PKS: Were you born in the town that you are speaking from now?

SA: No, I was born in Berlin. The place where I live now is close to Pforzheim, where I lived and worked

until my retirement. I am now living in Schömberg, Germany, which is 17 km south of Pforzheim.

PKS: Am I right in thinking that the Music Center was manufactured in Pforzheim?

SA: The Music Center was first manufactured at Graetz in Altena, Westphalia. That was the beginning,

and where the main development of the Music Center took place. Later on, it was manufactured in

Rastatt [ed. 47 km south west of Pforzheim], I think. During that time I was sent to the United States to

sort out the problems at General Electric. Graetz—including the Design and Development Team—

moved from Altena to Pforzheim,5 and the manufacturing department to Rastatt. I was out there [ed.

United States] for about a year or so (1966-1967). When I returned from the States with my family, we

moved house from Altena to Pforzheim.

PKS: You worked together with Friedrich Knochenhauer, didn't you?

SA: Friedrich Knochenhauer? Ja, ja...
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PKS: He was an inventor like you, and a colleague, I believe?

SA: Yes, but he was my boss when I joined Graetz KG in 1962.

PKS: My research suggests that he was the main driving force behind the development of the

Music Center and was its principal inventor. Is that correct?

SA: Ja, but I cannot be absolutely sure.

PKS: OK, no problem I will return to him later. Do you know why the development team chose a

track duration of 22 minutes for the tape recorder? Was it because a single record in those days

lasted 3 minutes and therefore you wanted to enable users to record 7 singles per track?

SA: The reason was simply to get a tape thickness which could somehow handle the high rewind speed

for the short rewind times we were aiming for. So, at the time, the track duration [ed. one tape run] was

not really calculated as a goal of the whole project. The Music Center was a compact design. We made

many measurements trying out different tape speeds. OK, the machines had to run at the same speed,

but we were not tied to one particular speed, because there were no exchangeable parts, by which I

mean that you could not exchange one machine's components and install them in another. We just

went for what we assumed would be the best compromise between reserve in frequency response,

rewind time, tape thickness, tape durability and drum dimensions.

PKS: One of my website contributors has a 5001 Music Center. He removed one of its pulleys to

slow down the tape speed and managed to extend track duration from twenty-two minutes to

thirty minutes so he could record half-hour radio programmes.6 Twenty-two minutes seems a

strange track duration, especially as radio programmes7 tended to be around 30 mins long, don't

you think?

SA: Ja. Using a pulley to slow down the tape speed to give a track duration of thirty minutes was within

the performance range we were aiming for with our machine. However, the tape and the tape heads

also had to be designed at the same time during the Music Center's development, and we did not want

to risk any performance loss resulting from trying to achieve a longer playback time per track. Only

afterwards, when the final production model was completed and tested, were we able to determine

that there would have been no performance loss resulting from reducing the tape speed. We had

deliberately built in a lot of 'reserve' at the outset, by which I mean frequency response. We didn't push

the equipment to its limits, so in hindsight, a thirty-minute cycle would not have been a problem.

PKS: I can imagine that you had other considerations that were more important than the track

duration?

SA: Ja, ja. Another was the thickness of the tape. We also used different thicknesses, and eventually

found an ideal combination of durability and storage capacity.

PKS: Were the black tapes better than the brown ones?

SA: Yes. The brown Fe tapes had a smoother consistency, but were less temperature resilient than the

black (dark) Cr tapes. The same applied to both the carrier material and the tape's coating. The

'smoother tape (Fe) offered several advantages over the black Cr tapes. Brown Fe tapes achieved an

optimum tape-to-head contact whereas black Cr tapes had a very long time performance (durability).

Although head wear was lower with Fe tapes, head soiling was higher with Fe tapes. If the tape surface

is soft, the tape-to-head contact could result in tape particles being removed from the tape and
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deposited on the surface of the tape head. A thin deposit would increase the gap between the surface

of the tape and the head, resulting in a loss in performance, particularly recording performance.

PKS: I guess this also happens when using audio cassette tapes?

SA: Ja, the same thing happens when you record over and over again on a cassette tape. Magnetic

material gets scrapped off the surface of the magnetic recording tape, depositing a thin magnetic layer

on the recording/playback heads, causing similar problems during recording/playback.

PKS: One theory is that the inventors may have had autoreverse in mind when they were

developing the Music Center. This theory arose because the tape-run indicator's left scale is

printed 0-22 minutes from top to bottom and its right scale from 0-22 minutes from bottom to

top.

The theory goes that after recording music on say track A1, the tape unit would automatically

switch to track A2 and seamlessly continue recording, alternating the take-up drum used every

22 minutes, for up to 46 hours. Had autoreverse  been on your minds then?

SA: No, no. The reason why the tape-run indicator scale was printed in both directions was that it was

supposed to indicate the number of minutes of recording time so far (left scale) and the remaining

minutes of recording time (right scale). We also thought that having two separate scales would offer

users a simple, visual representation of how much recording/playback time had elapsed, so you

wouldn't have to bother about subtracting the number of elapsed minutes from 22.

PKS: OK. That makes sense. So would autoreverse have been technically feasible in the Music

Center?

SA: No, no. This idea would not have been possible to achieve with our machine, due to the

construction of the head carrier, and because the components which operate the two tape movements

would not have allowed recording in the reverse direction.

PKS: Was that because of the tape heads you were using?

SA: Ja. The type of heads and the construction, as I just mentioned. Furthermore, the head carrier is

constructed in such a way that the two heads (record/play; erase) hang in a lever which pulls the heads

towards the moving tape when the play/record function is operated, rather than pushes them against

the moving tape. In addition, tiny air bubbles build up between the layers of tape as it is spooling

around the take-up drum during playback or recording (forwards). Driving the tape in the opposite

direction to make 'reverse recordings' would have generated too much wow and flutter, and would

have impaired the quality of sound reproduction.

PKS: So it never occurred to any members of the team to try to design the tape to

record/playback in both directions?

SA: I don't think so. That was not our intention.

PKS: OK. That puts an end to that line of speculation. I don't expect you remember all your

patents, but do you remember one of the main patents called Tonbandgerät mit einer Mehrzahl

von Tonspuren [ed. Tape recorder with multiple soundtracks; 2nd Main Patent]. This was invented by

you and Friedrich Knochenhauer, wasn't it?

94
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SA: Ja.

PKS: The invention seems to involve recording a pilot tone at a point on the track where

recording is stopped. This way, the tape recorder knows where the end of the recording is on the

track during playback, as soon as it detects the recorded pilot tone. Is that a fair summary?

SA: It's slightly more complicated than that. Let's suppose that Track 7 contains a recording of 20 mins

of music. Track 7 is of no interest anymore, and so you decide to make a new recording on Track 7,

but this time the recording only lasts 15 mins instead of 20 mins. The pilot tone is always recorded on

the tape when recording is stopped, so now when you replay Track 7, a tape rewind is automatically

triggered after 15 mins, as soon as the pilot tone is detected. In fact, there is still another 5 mins of

music left from the former recording on the tape, located after the recorded pilot tone, between

minutes 15 and 20.

PKS: So the fact that 5 minutes of music from an earlier recording never gets played by the Music

Center in fact distinguishes itself from its successor, the audio cassette tape, which as far as I can

recall, would play everything, both the 'new' recording and what was left of the 'old' recording.

Is that correct?

SA: Ja. Correct.

PKS: Another patent I came across is what I now call the 1st Main Patent on my website:

Magnetbandgerät zum pausenlosen bzw. wahlweisen Abspielen von Informationen, insbesondere

Musikstücken [ed. Tape recorder with continuous and/or selective playback of information, particularly

music]. This patent mentions five inventors of the Music Center, including yourself and Friedrich

Knochenhauer. I recently discovered in Erfurt that Friedrich Knochenhauer died back in 1973/4.

SA: Ja. He has been dead for a long, long time.

PKS: This is most unfortunate because now I will not be able to talk to him about the Music

Center invention or about his life as an inventor-engineer. Do you know whether he wrote

anything about his life, his inventions or his work?8

SA: I do not think so...

PKS: No. What a pity.

SA: Because his death was relatively sudden, there was no time for him to sit and reflect on his former

life, no time to recall what was important or what people should know. There was, I think, no time for

him...

PKS: Do you remember anything about the team of inventors, for example, how old they were in

1960, and who did what?

SA: Ja. Friedrich Knochenhauer was my boss and the head of the development team. He was about 50

then, I think. Alexander Boom was FK's boss and the director of the Graetz company in Altena. Hans-

Georg Fuchs and Gunter Löffler were both at least 40 years old, and I was the youngest member of the

team at 27. We were all design and development engineers.
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PKS: What about Kurt Senglaub, a new name that I came across in the German document I was

given in Erfurt? He was also part of your team, wasn't he? So do you know why his name does

not appear on any of the Music Center patents?9

SA: Ja. He also worked with us in the development team in Altena, and I believe he was responsible for

the mechanical design of the Music Center. I don't know why he was not mentioned as an inventor, you

can better ask him.

PKS: Could you perhaps tell me about some specific activities you were involved in while

developing the Music Center?

SA: Ja. We were working very closely with the tape manufacturer for our BBG machine [ed. Music

Center]. I was involved in carrying out audio performance and tape-durability tests. The tape

manufacturer would not reveal what the secret ingredients were for the carrier material or the magnetic

coating. Unable to produce the right kind of tape material ourselves, we finally achieved wonderful

results with both BASF and AGFA tapes. This didn't really bother us since we were busy enough with

other work.

PKS: Siegfried, my Music Center does not contain a fan, but screw holes in the chassis indicate

there was a plan to install one. Why was that?

SA: Aah, ja. The final production version of the Music Center had a magnetic tape, and so a fan was not

necessary. The development team wanted the machine to make as little noise as possible when running

or playing back music/programmes.

PKS: Ah, I see. Are you planning to write anything about your life as an inventor Siegfried?

SA: No, I think it's too late. I don't think I am an important person, and my life is not worthwhile talking

about, nor writing or reading about.

PKS: Please allow me to disagree. You are the sole inventor or co-inventor of an extraordinary

number of inventions; they will go unheard of if nothing is written about them. That would be a

shame, wouldn't it?

SA: The things I invented and/or developed to a sufficiently high level of performance did make me

rather happy. Unfortunately, my wife was not so happy about my preoccupation with my work, which I

regarded to be more important than taking holidays or days off, especially if I could make the user of

a product even happier. Even though the user would never know what I sometimes thought or felt

about the product I was developing. Obviously there were times when I had to deal with negative

results, or lack of time, or not being able to achieve the original goal that had been set for a product.

But I don't find anything unusual about that. After all, that's life. I have no regrets. I did it my way. I had

to make a living and now I finally have more time to spend with my family.

Siegfried Herbert Apitz talked with me on the phone on 21 May 2008 and also corresponded 
for a while by e-mail. © Peter K. Smith 2008
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Footnotes
1. The 5005 had 4 speakers; one big one, a medium-sized one and two small ones.
2. More commonly known as 'video recorders' in the UK/Ireland.
3. Three patents are involved here:

DE 11737C2 and DE 3512156C2. These were applied for by Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG (SEL) in 1985 (pub. 1986)
and were the sole invention of Siegfried Apitz. SEL combined these two patents under European Patent number
EP 0256152B1, renaming them Method for generating a switching signal in a broadcast or video receiver (pub.
1988).

4. In Germany and Europe.
5. This was in 1967. Date confirmed by Mrs Rapp, FK's secretary.
6. Further details on how this was done, see Jim Weir - Lord of The Rings .
7. In the UK.
8. Since this interview took place, I discovered an article about the Music Center written in 1965 by Friedrich

Knochenhauer (see JOURNAL ARTICLES).
9. For more behind the exclusion from the patents, see the Interview with Kurt Senglaub .

Remarks
1. Apitz made the move from Altena to Pforzheim in around 1965.
2. See also 3rd Main Patent  regarding 'grasshoppers'. See also 3rd Main Patent  regarding 'grasshoppers'.

*  *  *
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8.2 Interview with Kurt Senglaub

Kurt Senglaub, Ing. grad. 

Kurt Senglaub, 87, recalls his involvement in the design and development of the Schaub-Lorenz Music

Center in the mid-1960s, and reveals why he was not recognised as one of the co-inventors of the BBG

machine. 

 

Photo: Kurt Senglaub, East Germany, 1956 (b. 1921)

 

PKS: I recently discovered your name on a document that I was handed in Erfurt, Germany, in

May of this year1, which described you as one of the design and development engineers who

helped make the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center. Is that correct?  

KS: Yes, that's correct. Hans-Georg Fuchs and I were senior engineers responsible for the mechanical

construction of the Music Centers at Standard Elektrik Lorenz (SEL) in Altena.

PKS: Who was the principal inventor of the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center?

KS: Aah, that was Friedrich Knochenhauer. He had already come up with the idea for such a machine in
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1959 at 'Funkwerk Köpenick' in East Berlin, in the former DDR, where we, as a team comprising Friedrich

Knochenhauer, Günter Löffler, Hans-Georg Fuchs and myself, were getting the first tape recorder (the

BG 19) ready for production.

PKS: OK. That confirms the findings of my research into the history of the patents for the Music

Center.  The Erfurt document claims that you left East Berlin and sought asylum in West Berlin.

Is that correct?

KS: Yes. After fleeing [ed. to West Berlin] in 1960, we ended up at Graetz (later SEL) in Altena,

Westphalia, where Friedrich Knochenhauer realised his idea of the BBG together with us. Later,

Siegfried Apitz and Alexander Boom joined the team.

PKS: What happened once production of the Music Center was terminated?

KS: As you know, the machine was not very successful at the time, and eventually our team broke up in

1966. Friedrich Knochenhauer went to Munich, where he worked as an independent development

engineer [ed. Entwickler] until his death on 9 April 1969. Hans-Georg Fuchs was killed in a car accident

between Altena and Lüdenscheid in 1963, I believe. Günter Löffler became a lecturer in Electrical

Engineering at the School of Engineering in Wuppertal. I have no idea what Siegfried Apitz or

Alexander Boom went on to do.

PKS: Are you still in touch with the Knochenhauer family?

KS: I do have an address for Mrs Knochenhauer. After the death of her husband, she moved out of

Munich, but that address dates back to 1980. I am no longer in touch with her now.

PKS: What did you do after the team broke up?

KS: My family and I moved to Ulm in 1966 to join AEG-Telefunken where I became senior development

engineer for the train-railway-radio system which had just started up there. I retired in 1984 aged 63.

My wife and I lived in a detached house with a large garden in Erbach near Ulm until 2004.

PKS: Did you ever own a Music Center?

KS: Yes, I had a Music Center up in the loft in Erbach. When the house was sold in December 2004 and

we moved to Ulm, the machine ended up on a scrap heap, something which I now regret. Up till then,

the machine had worked flawlessly.

PKS: Do you happen to remember the name of the "Schaub engineer", who apparently spoke

good English and had an unusual use for his own music center, who was sent by Standard

Elektrik Lorenz to England in 1970, to train a certain Mike Solomons how to repair faulty music

centers?

KS: I have no idea who was sent to England in 1970 to repair Music Centers. I was already working in

Ulm for several years by then.

PKS: While researching the key patents relating to the Music Center invention, I never once came

across your name as one of the co-inventors of the BBG. What was the reason for this?

KS: As a result of unpleasant internal politics on the part of Mr Fuchs, I was [ed. deliberately] excluded
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from the team of inventors, which did not seem that important to me at the time.

PKS: I understand from Siegfried Apitz that you went to Ireland a couple of times while working

for AEG-Telefunken?

KS: Yes, that's right. I went to Dublin to assist the railway people there install the SE equipment in train

drivers' cabs.

PKS: Mr Senglaub, it was a privilege being able to interview you.

KS: I hope I have been able to contribute a little to your website, and would be glad to hear from you

again.

Kurt Senglaub corresponded with the author in July 2008. © Peter K. Smith 2008

Footnotes
1. For further details, see No. 8 in JOURNAL ARTICLE

 
 
*  *  *
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9 THE PATENTS

9.1 1ST MAIN PATENT

Patent no. CH432038 

Description

Tape recorder with continuous and/or selective playback of information, particularly music

Key facts:

· Language: German 

· Applied to: Federal Office for Intellectual Property (IGE), Bern, Switzerland 

· Applicant: Standard Telephon und Radio AG, Zurich 

· Applied: 7 July 1964 

· Granted: 15 March 1967 

· Includes: 9 earlier patent applications ("priority claims") for key Music Center inventions  

· Includes: 10 diagrams, all of which had been originally registered with the DPA in Munich

Priority claims

The following table shows nine priority claims that Standard Telephon und Radio AG annexed to, and

described in, the first main patent, to the Federal Office for Intellectual Property in Bern on 7 July 1964.

Footnotes
1. The service manuals for the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center use the term "wide band".
2. This patent refers retrospectively to Friedrich Knochenhauer's patent application no. DE1187823.

Remarks
The patent family applications numbered 1-7 are patent registrations (Gebrauchmusteranmeldungen).
Numbers 8-9 are registered, detailed descriptions of inventions (Auslegschriften).
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9.1.1 The inventions

On the basis of the nine priority claims, the development team's 8 key inventions were: 

1. Track-selecting mechanism. 

2. Mechanism for adjusting the sound/erase heads. 

3. Tape-run indicator mechanism. 

4. Device for adjusting height/tilt of cabinet suspended on an I-framed pedestal. 

5. Cabinet for housing tape recorder and radio. 

6. Method of recording information on multiple, parallel soundtracks on a wide tape. 

7. Method of detecting the start/end of information/music recorded on a wide tape. 

8. Mechanism for automatically switching to next track and rewinding tape.

9.1.2 Patent claims

The following patent claims were made for this new tape-recorder invention: 

1. A magnetic tape recorder with a wide tape fixed inside the recording device that is enclosed in a

cabinet. 

2. The tape contains multiple tracks on which information, particularly music, can be recorded and

played back either selectively or continuously. 

3. When selecting a track, a track-selecting mechanism locates the information recorded on a

particular track at a point corresponding to the beginning of the [ed. recordable] tape. 

4. When the end of the [ed. recordable] tape is reached, the tape device automatically rewinds the

tape back to the beginning, and the playback head automatically switches (or can be switched

manually) to the next track.

9.1.3 The inventors

The first main patent application CH432038 for this tape recorder recognises a team of five co-

inventors: 

· Friedrich Knochenhauer 

· Hans-Georg Fuchs 

· Siegfried Apitz, Dipl.-Ing. 

· Günter Löffler, Dipl.-Ing. 

· Alexander Boom 

Qualifications

Although only Siegfried Apitz and Günter Löffler are shown as having the Diploma in Engineering

qualification, research shows that all five of the team were in fact similarly qualified with a Dipl.-Ing.
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9.1.4 Applicant

Unlike all its patent antecedents (see Priority claims), this first main patent application CH432038 was

submitted by Standard Telephon und Radio AG1 of Zurich whose correspondence address was

Gotthardhaus, Bubenbergplatz 11, Bern, Switzerland, and not by Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG of

Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen.2. It was made to the Federal Office for Intellectual Property (IGE)3,

Einsteinstrasse 2, Bern, Switzerland, instead of to the usual DPA in Munich4, as occurred with its nine

priority claims. The reason for this choice is presumably because SEL had moved its registered office

to Switzerland.

Footnotes
1. Standard Telephon und Radio AG was International Telephone and Telegraph's (ITT's) Swiss-based
telecommunications division. (ITT was founded in New York in 1920).
2. Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG was the German-based consumer electronics division of parent company ITT.
3. The IGE was renamed the Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property in 1996.
4. DPA: Deutsche Patentamt, Zweibrückenstrasse 12, 8000 Munich 2, Germany.

9.1.5 Drawings

The following ten drawings (5 images) were submitted together with patent CH432038 and are the

same as the individual drawings submitted with the original nine priority claims. Their respective

priority-claim numbers are shown in brackets.

Fig. 1: Information (on multiple, parallel magnetic soundtracks) on a wide tape; F. Knochenhauer (20910 IX).
Fig. 2: Information (on multiple, parallel magnetic soundtracks), starting in middle of a wide tape; an update of

20910 IX by A. Boom (21304 IX).
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Fig. 3: Cabinet for tape recorder and radio (16232).1

                  Fig. 4: Device for adjusting height/tilt of cabinet (16229), and I-framed pedestal.2 

Fig. 5: Track-selecting mechanism (16155)
Fig. 6: Track-selecting mechanism showing heart-shaped disc cam (16169).
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Fig. 7: Track-selecting mechanism (16171).

Fig. 8: Sound/erase head adjustment mechanism - from above
[record/play heads: 403; erase head: 404] (16231).

Fig. 9: Sound/erase head adjustment mechanism - side view (16231).
Fig. 10: Tape-run indicator (16230)
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9.1.6 Footnotes

The patent describes all the attached drawings as 'examples' of how the tape-recorder invention would look,
adding a rider that they could deviate from the final design, which indeed they did, in the following ways:

1. In Fig 3: The positions of the receiver (radio/receiver) [25], control knobs [27] and tape-run indicator [26] in Fig.
3 all differ from the final production model.

2. In Fig 4:    
a. It appears from the Dutch application for this main patent (NL 6407513; pag. 11, lines 25-50; see below),

which is translated directly from the main German-Swiss patent application (CH432038), that the inventors
were planning a design for a cabinet that could be rotated on its horizontal axis as shown in the figure. 

b. It had two fixed, threaded shafts (not drawn) protruding out from either side of the cabinet 
c. These two shafts would pass though a hole in two moveable plates that could be slid up and down the

vertical I-frame 
d. The cabinet and plate could then both be fastened tightly to the I-frame using the two large threaded

clamp-knobs [34] which wound around the threaded shafts, enabling the user to adjust the cabinet's
height above the floor and the angle of tilt, to optimise ease of use and the acoustics 

e. As far as is known, this rotatable, height-adjustable pedestal never went into production (please advise the
website author if you know otherwise) 

f. The I-framed pedestal [31, 32] with tiltable cabinet, differs from the final production model, which
consisted of a rectangular metal frame horizontally mounted on four metal legs and fitted with four trolley
wheels [a type known to the author]

Extract from Dutch patent application (NL 6407513)

Remarks
1. The correspondence associated with the patent family shows that the first seven antecedent patent

applications listed in the table above were sent from the company's Pforzheim address in 1963.
2. Friedrich Knochenhauer describes the tape-recorder invention for the first time in his earlier, antecedent patent

application (DE1187823).
3. Although registered as one of the five* co-inventors of the music center in the first main patent, Siegfried

Apitz is the only inventor not cited as one of the inventors in any of its nine antecedent patents which describe
the key components of the music center invention! This is odd as he was the most prolific of all the inventors
(see Interview).

*  *  *
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9.2 2ND MAIN PATENT

Patent no. CH432039 

Summary

here were three main patents which describe the key components that were invented for the Schaub-

Lorenz Music Center. The reason this second main patent was applied for just 10 days after submitting

the first one, is almost certainly because the team had omitted to include this important key invention in

the first main patent application.

Description

Tape recorder with multiple soundtracks

Key facts:

· Language: German 

· Applied to: Federal Office for Intellectual Property (IGE), Bern, Switzerland 

· Applicant: Standard Telephon und Radio AG, Zurich 

· Applied: 17 July 1964 

· Granted: 15 March 1967 

· Includes: 3 earlier patent applications ("priority claims") for key Music Center inventions  

· Includes: 4 diagrams, all of which had been originally registered with the DPA in Munich

Priority claims

The following table shows three earlier patents (aka 'priority claims') that were annexed to this second

main patent, and submitted by Standard Telephon und Radio AG ('Applicant') to the Federal Office for

Intellectual Property in Bern, Switzerland on 17 July 1964.

Note
Two out of the three priority claims could not be traced. The nature of the other inventions can nevertheless be
identified from the figure descriptions in the drawings that were submitted with the second main patent.
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9.2.1 The inventions

On the basis of the three priority claims, the development team's 4 key inventions were: 

1. A wide magnetic tape with multiple, parallel recording tracks. 

2. A device for generating and storing a pilot signal on a wide tape. 

3. A device for detecting a pilot signal on a recording medium. 

4. A device for stopping sound reproduction (playback).  

Note
It is possible that there was a fourth priority claim as there are four inventions, but this has not been found.

9.2.2 Patent claims

The following claims were made in this patent application:

1. A magnetic tape recorder with multiple tracks. 

2. A device for automatically recording pilot signals onto a tape, in order to mark the end of a

recorded track. 

3. Device automatically detects a 'stop-playback' marker recorded on the tape. 

4. At the end of a track, a circuit arrangement stops sound reproduction, and generates a pilot

signal which causes: 

o The sound head to move away from the tape 

o The tape transport to stop, after the pilot signal has been recorded. [tape rewind is then

initiated]

9.2.3 The inventors

The second main patent application CH432039 for this tape recorder recognises two co-inventors from

Altena, Westphalia, Germany:

· Friedrich Knochenhauer 

· Siegfried Apitz

9.2.4 Applicant

The second main patent application was submitted by Standard Telephon und Radio AG of Zurich.

9.2.5 Drawings

The following 4 diagrams (3 electrical; 1 material [Fig.1]) shown below were submitted together with

patent application No. CH432039. The drawings, which have been grouped, will have been exactly the

same as the individual ones submitted with the earlier three antecedent patent applications.
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Fig 1: Wide magnetic recording tape with:
1. Multiple, parallel soundtracks (1-6).

2. Location on the tape where magnetic recording begins on all tracks (8).
3. Transparent section on recording tape (9) used to detect the beginning of the recordable tape and to initiate a

rewind stop.
Fig 4: Means for automatically stopping sound reproduction.

Fig 2: Circuit arrangement for detecting a pilot signal on a recording medium [ed. tape].
Fig 3: Circuit arrangement for automatically stopping sound reproduction in tape recorders (20884).

Remarks
1. It is clear from the above claim that the inventions of pilot-signal generating and detection devices were key

components that had been left out of the first main patent, as there is no mention of such devices either in the
first main patent or its antecedents (aka: priority claims).

2. The function of the pilot signal (when heard: a pilot 'tone') is to mark the point at which sound reproduction
(playback) should stop. The invention uses a basic circuit to store a signal on the recording medium and then
detects that signal later when a recording is replayed. The detected pilot signal will then activate a mechanism
which stops further playback and initiates a tape rewind. 

*  *  * 
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9.3 3RD MAIN PATENT

Patent no. DE410455

Description   
A circuit arrangement for switching the operating modes of an amplifier in tape recorders and

dictating machines.

Key facts:

· Drawn up in German 

· Applied to: Federal Office for Intellectual Property (IGE), Bern, Switzerland 

· Applicant:  Standard Telephon und Radio AG, Zurich 

· Applied:     17 July 1964 

· Granted:   15 March 1967 

· Includes:   1 earlier patent application ("priority claim") for a key Music Center invention  

· Includes:   1 diagram (electrical drawing) 

Priority claims

The following table shows one earlier patent (aka 'patent family'/antecedent) that was annexed to the

third main patent and submitted by Standard Telephon und Radio AG in Zurich by Friedrich

Knochenhauer to the Federal Office for Intellectual Property in Bern, Switzerland, simultaneously with

the second main patent on 17 July 1964, 17:00 hrs.

9.3.1 The invention

See 'Description'.

9.3.2 Patent claims

Self-evident.

 

9.3.3 The inventors

The third main patent application for this tape recorder recognises only two co-inventors and the fact

that both were from Altena, Westphalia: 

· Friedrich Knochenhauer, Dipl.-Ing. 

· Günter Löffler
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9.3.4 Applicant

The third main patent application was submitted by Standard Telephon und Radio AG of Zurich.  This

third main patent was submitted by Friedrich Knochenhauer simultaneously with the second main

patent on 17 July 1964, 17:00 hrs.

9.3.5 Drawing

The electrical drawing shown below was submitted together with patent application No. CH410455.

Fig. Mercury contact relay

Notes
1. The reason a third main patent was applied for just 10 days after submitting the first one, is thought to be

because the team had omitted to include an important key claim to their invention in the other two main
patent applications. 

2. Although this 3rd main patent was not found in the patent family, the fact that it was applied for on the same
day as the 2nd main patent, and as it contained an invention that could be used in a tape-recorder's amplifier,
Friedrich Knochenhauer almost certainly regarded these inventions as the final piece of the whole music-
center jigsaw.

3. The fact that the circuit arrangement could also be used in dictating machines which SEL also manufactured
at the time, was an added bonus.

4. The purpose of this circuit arrangement has now been confirmed to the author by one of the six co-inventors
of the BBG, Siegfried Apitz, who worked at Altena with Friedrich Knochenhauer. See Siegfried Apitz.

*  *  *
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9.3.6 Grasshoppers

Siegfried Apitz

Co-inventor of the BBG, Siegfried Apitz, confirms that the circuit arrangement shown in the above

Figure in 8.3.5 was used in BBGs (Music Centers). He wrote:

"This circuit arrangement was used in recording/playback amplifiers with a special mercury-contact

relay made not with a coil but a heater, to avoid being affected by magnetic fields. 

The contact had an extremely low impedance (mercury) that switches the recording/ playback heads

from record mode to playback mode. The relay looks like a tiny glass pipe with 5 short wire legs; 2

legs were for the heater and the 3 legs were for the changeover switch contacts (looks like a

'grasshopper')".

"The 'grasshopper' with 4 wire legs was the relay used in the pilot-tone-generating circuit. This

circuit is on a separate printed electric board, the so-called 'pilot-tone amplifier'. This circuitry

identifies the pilot signal at the end of each track, stops the play function and initiates the automatic

tape rewind. This relay has 2 heater wires, and 2 wires for the normally closed contact. This relay

could only be used for exchange in the pilot-tone circuit".

      
Photo: Four-legged 'grasshopper' courtesy of the author          

Photo: Two five-legged 'grasshoppers' on MC 6000 (stereo) print board 11a 
(See Kolverschoten  and Bernd Engel  (Stabrelais) in JOURNAL ARTICLES).

"The relay (grasshopper) for switching the record/playback head has 5 wire legs, because it needs

3 wires for the changeover contact, which switches the head configuration from PLAY (heater

disabled) to RECORD (heater energised), while the middle (of the 3) contact wires is connected to

earth as shown in the drawing above".

145 165
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10 TROUBLESHOOTING

10.1 Cautionary word

CAUTION: High voltages (un-insulated) are available inside the cabinet!!!

DIY repairs are at your own risk

Whatever you do, make sure you disconnect the mains cable from the plug socket in the wall before

opening up the cabinet.

Risk of physical injury

Due to the high power required for rewind, there is a high risk of serious physical injury, were the unit

to suddenly go into rewind (it can trigger itself to do this!), so keep fingers, sleeves or ties well out of

reach of the tape mechanism.

Unsuitable for DIY repair

Mike Solomons offers salutary advice to non-specialists or lay persons thinking of repairing Schaub-

Lorenz Music Centers themselves.

"These machines are not suitable for DIY repair. A DIY-er will be "astonished by the number of faults

he'd find. Learning to repair these idiosyncratic machines only comes with years of experience

repairing them. Given that faults have to be fully recognised and diagnosed. DIY-ers should not

attempt to repair this machine themselves. Get an experienced, skilled engineer do the repair work

instead."

Comment
Several visitors to the website have told me of their successful DIY repair jobs on their Music Centers after
purchasing the two maintenance manuals available through me. Others have taken their music centers to Mike
Solomons or other experienced repair engineers. Be warned, some repair engineers can charge over the top for
relatively small repairs, mainly because labour costs can be unnecessarily high.

10.2 Hi-tech, hi-failure

High failure rate

Failure rate never better than 90% within 3 months.

According to Mike Solomons, the failure rate of these music centers was "never better than about 90%,

on or within three months of delivery".

Leading-edge technology

These music centers represented "leading-edge technology at the time", he says. Once these music

centers had turned out to be a failure, Schaub-Lorenz must have regarded the sending of their

engineer (Schaub engineer visits Henson's) as a "damage limitation exercise", and so the manufacturer

had "no incentive to research all the defects" in their machines.

Design faults

Mike, an expert audio and hi-fi repairer, found "a number of design faults" in these Schaub-Lorenz

machines whilst repairing them back in the 1970s. Slowly but surely, however, he managed to work out

appropriate solutions for all the faults. Although he still has and uses the original three-language

service manual [1] that was given to him by the visiting Schaub engineer, the manual did not provide

any workarounds for the faults that he came across during repair work. When the manual was

published, Schaub-Lorenz had "clearly not yet identified any faults", Mike says.
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Well-thought-out device

Despite all its faults, and the fact that the machine is, by modern standards "very early technology",

Mike Solomons still regards the Schaub-Lorenz Music Center to be "a very well-thought-out device"

and "a fascinating piece of equipment", when it works!

Footnote
1. German, English and French
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10.3 Top 4 faults

The four biggest faults with Schaub-Lorenz Music Centers were (still are):

1. Heat-sensitive components.

2. Low humidity.

3. Electrostatic problems.

4. Trouble with relays.

1. Heat-sensitive components

While repairing Schaub-Lorenz Music Centers, Mike Solomons frequently found that the original long

copper wires (leads) that had been attached to heat-sensitive components (light-dependent resistors),

had been trimmed far too short during initial assembly. This created two problems. The very short

copper leads conducted excessive heat, during soldering, to the light-dependent resistor, causing its

plastic sheath to soften. In addition, as the copper wires cooled, air tended to get inside the

components through a small gap in the sheath, damaging the components. The result: "The

components passed all the quality-control tests in the factory, but failed after a while, either at

Henson's or in the customer's home".

 2. Low humidity

Low humidity was a "problem of the era", Mike says. The music centers bought and used in Germany

fell victim to German cultural traditions. The Germans love to "turn their central heating on full blast

during the winter". This had disastrous consequences for the Schaub-Lorenz tape units. Once the air in

German homes became too warm and dry, the tape would trap lots of "air bubbles in the tape" (similar

to what happens when you wind and unwind Sellotape). The tape would then "bunch up during fast

rewind, causing the tape to collide with a bit of circuitry", damaging (i.e. shredding) the tape.

3. Electrostatic problems

As it turned out, the Germans were not the only ones 'abusing' their music centers with heat. One "real

catastrophe" occurred when Mike was called out to repair a music center in a large semi-detached

house near Heathrow airport. The machine, which was running in a hot, dry, ground-floor room of the

house, was being used to pipe non-stop music to all the rooms in the house. The room was empty

except for a central-heating boiler that was radiating large amounts of heat. This caused electrostatic

problems, which in turn resulted in expensive damage to the tape unit. Mike had to remove the

original, damaged tape and wind on a new one onto the tape drum. That procedure was not without

its dangers. While rewinding the tape, Mike was able to "draw big sparks off the tape in excess of

100,000 volts", which effectively turned the music center into a Van de Graaff generator. "I learned a

lot about static electricity from that experience!", Mike wryly remarked. It was only when he was on his

way out of the building that he unexpectedly came across "a number of underdressed young ladies

wandering about", that it suddenly dawned on him that the place was being used as a brothel!

Remedy: Although "there was no answer to the humidity problem", Mike does however, offer some

advice. The problem of low-humidity can be avoided by ensuring that the music center is stored in a

more humid environment. Tip: Hang an inexpensive humidifier on the radiator. This will create a more

appropriate climate for the magnetic tape.
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4. Trouble with relays

(a) Mercury relays.

The two mercury-based relays were never reliable, and can cause baffling faults.

Remedy: These relays should be checked during a normal maintenance check-up. If necessary,

defective relays should be replaced by suitable modern relays. The repairer will need to modify the

circuit so that it matches the chosen relay. However, the circuit is tolerant, and so it will probably adapt

to any suitable replacement relay.

(b) Under-chassis relays

Characteristic of these music centers, the under-chassis relays are of good quality and reliable.

Remedy: If one of these relays fails, try cleaning the contacts first before trying to find replacements. In

the early days of repairing these relays, Mike would "replace (defective) relays, when necessary, with

new ones". Later, however, he simply cleaned the relay contacts and then exchanged the cleaned relays

in future repairs, "with no ill effects".

Recommended cleaning procedure

1. Remove the relay case.

2. Wipe the contacts clean (use a very fine abrasive). Tip: tear a small strip of photocopy paper (good,

cheap abrasive) and slide it between the contacts, which must be held in a 'closed' position.

3. Reassemble.
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10.4 Common faults

10.4.1 Continuous play

Continuous-play feature does not work

Cause: The automatic tape-re-start-after-rewind feature, on the other hand, depends on a Light-

Dependent Resistor (LDR) being tripped by a light from a bulb shining through the clear plastic tape at

the beginning of the tape. If the LDR is broken or failing, the light from the bulb will have no effect, and

the tape unit will not re-start automatically as it should. Failure of the continuous-play feature can be

caused by many other possibilities, the most common of which is failure of the LDR.

Another, rarer possibility, is a misaligned play solenoid. If this last is the case, it is vitally important that

the solenoid is reset.

Remedy: Have an experienced, skilled engineer repair the fault.

10.4.2 Tape rewind

Tape does not rewind at the end of a track

Cause: Tape rewind is normally triggered by a 'pilot tone', which is automatically recorded onto the

tape before the tape rewinds. This audible tone sounds like a 'hum'. Should normal operation fail, tape

rewind will instead be triggered by an 'end-of-tape' switch.

Remedy: Try performing a 'manual rewind' by pressing and releasing the STOP button. There are

several plug-in relays under the main chassis. If these fail to operate correctly, the tape unit may

malfunction e.g. bulbs won't light up; tape unit won't record.

10.4.3 Tuning scales

One of the tuning scales is jammed

Cause (a): The radio unit has two separate tuning scales and two tuners; one tuner for FM and a

second tuner for the other wavebands. Furthermore, the tuning knob operates both scales. These

tuning scales are driven by two thin cords; one for each tuner. If one of those tuning scales does not

work, one of the cords may have become tangled up or jammed, in which case it will need to be

untangled. This is a relatively uncommon failure.

Cause (b): The fault may also be due to a failed tuning capacitor. If the tape unit has not been used for

a long time, or infrequently, the tuning capacitor attached to the end of the drive cord can seize solid.

Cause (c): The fault could also be caused by a broken or distorted plastic-covered link (gear wheel).

That link selects which of the two tuners is engaged. Once the link fails, you may only be able to turn

the tuning knob to engage the 'good' tuner, while the other tuner will not work properly.

Remedy: As (b) and (c) are the most likely causes, have an experienced, skilled engineer check and

repair these faults.
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10.4.4 Recording mode

Record mode does not work

Symptoms: When the RECORD button (red tip) is turned to the right and then pushed in, a red light

behind the track-selection dial comes on, but the tape does not move, nor does the rotating tape

indicator revolve as it should during playback and record.

Cause: "There are too many variables, so no practical answer is possible"1

Remedy: "Try pressing the PLAY button at the same time as you turn and press RECORD", or "press

and release PAUSE"2 (assumes tape is stuck).

Footnotes
1. Mike Solomons, Feb 2008.
2. Jim Weir's 'old favourites', Nov 2007.

10.4.5 Intermittent hum

Machine develops intermittent hum

Cause: The music center can produce two types of humming sounds: (i) a hum which in fact is a 'pilot

tone' that is automatically recorded onto the tape during RECORD mode, and audible in PLAYBACK

mode at the end of a recorded track, and (ii) an intermittent hum resulting from a failure of the head-

switching mercury relay. It's the Type 2 hum that is relevant here.

Remedy: If one of the mercury relays fails, the only solution is to replace the failed mercury relay with a

modern, conventional one. (See Trouble with relays ).

10.4.6 Track jumping

Symptom: This occurs when the playback head jumps from, for example, track A1 to A3, instead of

switching to track A2, during continuous play.

Cause: This is usually caused either by (i) a failure of the pilot tone recognition circuit, or by (ii) the

introduction of a hum as a result of a defect elsewhere.

Remedy: Have the fault repaired by an experienced, skilled engineer.

10.4.7 Tape shredding

Cause: See Electrostatic problems .

Remedy: Avoid storing or operating the music center in spaces with low humidity (i.e. dry or very warm

rooms), and keep it away from central-heating radiators and aircos.

89
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10.4.8 Traction

Poor traction between mechanical interfaces

Cause: Poor traction can result in two moving interfaces 'slipping'. For example, the rubber rim-drive

wheel can become so worn and smooth during years of use, that it sometimes loses full contact with

the (lower) rim of the tape drum, and slips. This could lead to a loss in sound quality during recording

or playing back.

Remedy: If necessary, a freezing agent can be sprayed onto the (disassembled) rubber drive wheel,

and then sanded a little with fine emery/abrasive paper. This will provide the necessary 'key' on the

side the drive wheel that comes into contact with the rim of the tape drum, and should improve the

contact between the two revolving surfaces. This procedure must be carried out with the utmost care,

otherwise the drive wheel can be damaged beyond repair, and a replacement wheel will be required

(obtainable only from existing music centers being used solely for component supply).

10.4.9 Lubrication

Lubricate wherever necessary. Keep machine in a more humid climate.

Causes: Low music center use; infrequent maintenance; dry climate surrounding machine.
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10.5 Drawbacks

1. The 5001 and 5005 models were mono machines.

2.  The tape drum is not readily accessible unless you undo the back cover.

3. A fully recorded tape drum could not be removed and exchanged for another 'blank' one except

by a repair engineer, so it was not as flexible as standard reel-to-reel tape recorders and the

soon-to-follow audio cassette tapes.

4. Additional tape drums were never sold to consumers. Once the tape was full, you could only play

what you had recorded, or over-record earlier recordings with new recordings – not an optimal

solution.

5. Recordings are limited to 22 minutes, or exceptionally 30 mins using Jim Weir's dual-spindled

pulley. (See also a brief discussion about the 22-minute recording feature in Autoreverse

suggested by Jim Weir).

6. It was difficult to find the music and radio programmes you had recorded unless you noted them

down in the special Log Book (Programmheft)1, Even then, if you over-recorded a recording, you

needed to overwrite existing notes in the Log Book, which made the Log Book messy.

7. The tape unit can only record one track at a time.

Footnote
1. Schaub-Lorenz's alphabetically arranged 'Logbook' is printed with all the letters from 'A' to 'O', and includes the
letter 'I' (i.e. track sector 'I'). Jukeboxes were never made with buttons for the letter "I". As is pointed out in 126
track 'jukebox , the 9th letter of the alphabet was never printed on the music center's alphanumeric track-
selection dial. An oversight, no doubt.

Source: Schaub-Lorenz logbook, March 1965.

94
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10.6 Autoreverse

A solution to the major recording drawback

Twenty-two minutes is indeed a strange length of time to have picked for the duration of recording off

the radio or record player. Although the tape rewind is fast, it is a major disadvantage if you want to

record anything longer. Jim Weir wonders whether Standard Elektrik Lorenz had autoreverse in mind

when they printed the tape-time indicator in both directions. [ed. 0-22 mins (top to bottom); 22-0 mins

(bottom to top)]. 

46 hours non-stop recording

"On the Schaub-Lorenz 5001/5005, autoreverse recording could, for example, have recorded Track A1,

with the red tape-time indicator moving from top to bottom of the vertical dial, with the tape drum

running from left to right. After 22 minutes, the tape unit could have automatically - and seamlessly -

switched the record/play head to Track A2 (tape-time indicator returning to top of scale, and the tape

drum running from right to left)", effectively offering 46 hours of non-stop recording."The same

record/play head could have been used, but it would have needed another erase head".

Cassette tape ends further R&D by SEL

"Autoreverse could have got round this, but I suspect that Phillips' new cassette tape (1962, Phillips:

Source: http://inventors.about.com) put paid to any serious R&D investment by Schaub-Lorenz on this

one. As things were, I'd be surprised if they had made much of an overall profit on these things".

Notes
1. The 'autoreverse' idea was submitted by Jim Weir in April 2008.
2. See a reply to this suggestion by one of the inventors in the interview with Siegfried Apitz .63
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10.7 Unusual uses

Schaub engineer stored phone numbers as tones

Schaub-Lorenz Music Centers have lent themselves to a whole variety of uses, including the provision

of continuous background music in hotel foyers, pubs and parties.

One of the more unusual uses, Mike Solomons remembered, concerned an engineer who stored

telephone numbers as tones on the music center's tape recording unit, so he could effectively

telephone a large list of stored numbers! In other words, a telephone memory dialler. It turns out that

the engineer in question was the same Schaub-Lorenz engineer who was brought over from Germany

to train Mike how to repair the complex, faulty music centers in 1970.

Phonus operandi !

Here's how he did it. The Schaub engineer connected a telephone dialler to the tape recorder using a

specially made circuit and then recorded a code that represented the number required. When played

back, the tones went through more circuitry (devised by engineer) that was connected to the telephone

line.

1. The procedure for making a call.

2. Look up a person you wanted to call (callee), who was registered by sector letter and number in a

log book [e.g. recording logbook].

3. Turn the track-selector dial on the music center to the selected sector letter and number of the

callee.

4. Lift the telephone (receiver).

5. Press the PLAY button on the music center 

The replayed electronic code would then dial the callee.

If you were doing this today, you would simply record the various dialling tones that you hear when

making a call. The engineer may have had to record a simple set of tones to cause a relay to click, but

Mike cannot be sure, as he has no idea what kind of dialling system was in use in Germany at that

time.1

Fairies at the bottom of the garden

Herbert Hamann, a former Graetz employee who worked on the BBG (music center) project in Altena,

gave a short account of a very unusual application he had come across for the music center during a

talk at the 30th anniversary meeting of the GFGF radio club in Erfurt in May 2008.

A machine - described as a "strange sort of tape recorder" was spotted by an sound engineer at the

bottom of someone's garden in a shed beside the Rhine-Herne Canal in Germany. He found a wooden

cabinet which contained a music center chassis inside. On top of the cabinet was a box containing two

circular carousels with 18 colour slides. The music center was connected by a cable to the carousels,

which moved the carousel by means of a drive motor and trip switch (on/off switch), and also played

the next voiceover appropriate to the slide. Two sets of Viewmaster eye pieces had been fitted to the

outside of the box, enabling the viewer to see a series of stereoscopic slides which automatically

moved slowly from one slide to the next, in synchrony with a fairy story recorded on the music center´s

tape. Apparently the machine had been used in department stores to amuse children whilst mothers

went shopping!

Footnote
1. Probably Strowger switchgear [author].

See also: Electrostatic problems 88
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11 WORKSHOP

This section contains articles that offer solutions to DIY  enthusiasts wishing to repair their own Music

Centers. These articles are commissioned by P.K. Smith.

11.1 How to make a two-spindled pulley

Jim Weir: Lord of the Rings

Another of my antique-radio internet contacts is Jim Weir, a clockmaker and inventor, living in Scotland.

Jim bought his Schaub-Lorenz Music Center 5001 back in the 1970s, after someone came into his old

radio and musical-box workshop in Southend-on-Sea, Essex, and asked him if he would like to buy it,

which he did for £20. 

New pulley needed to slow down tape drum

In the late 1970s, Jim wanted to record several radio programmes onto the tape, but all the

programmes were to be broadcast in 30-minute episodes, too long for the 22-minute tape duration of

the music center. The pulley in the tape unit defines the speed that the tape drum revolves; by slowing

down the speed of the tape drum, you can extend the duration of recordings. 

Clockmaker turns inventor

Jim found an ingenious workaround for this problem by inventing, turning and installing a 'dual

pulley' (two-spindled pulley) into his music center; only single-spindled pulleys were ever installed

during manufacture. "I am a clock repairer by trade and have my own workshop", says Jim.

Machine-tooled pulley

To make the pulley for the take-up spool/drum back in 1978, Jim took a piece of brass rod, turned it

on a lathe, so that its diameter was about 0.025 inches smaller than the original pulley, shaped it with a

file while it was still on the lathe, polished it with fine emery paper, and then bored a hole using a dark

(blued) steel drill (important) up the middle of the pulley, with exactly the same diameter as the hole

that ran through the original pulley. He then parted it off, leaving one end flat. Then, using the drill as a

guide to exactly line up the two holes, he put one pulley above the other using a little soldering flux on

their contact faces, gently heated the assembly with a small blowtorch and ran a bit of solder where the

two pulleys joined. The final size of the new, double spindle is approximately 3 cms. Thus, the new,

smaller-diameter spindle became the long-play one (LP or 30-min. mode), and the pulley's larger

spindle remained the default one (22-min mode).

  
The 'rings' in Jim Weir's dual-spindled pulley
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New pulley extends recording from 22 to 30 mins

He installed his 'dual pulley' in his 5001 music center so he could "record all 6 half-hour episodes of

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams, broadcast on the BBC World Service in 1978,

and later, Tolkien's The Lord of The Rings a couple of years later. "The Lord of The Rings was originally

broadcast by the BBC in 26 half-hour episodes, so the new, long-play pulley enabled me to record all

13 hours of it".  

Jim still uses his 5001 Music Center today as his workshop radio

Pulleys swapped

Intrigued by Jim's invention, I commissioned him to make me a duplicate, which he happily agreed to

do. Unable to make a duplicate in the time available due to other more pressing orders, Jim kindly

agreed to sell me his original 1978 dual-spindled pulley, which were installed in my music center by

Mike Solomons during repairs in Harrow.

His music center now contains the single-spindled pulley that was removed from my machine.

Further reading:

For a discussion see Long play v. default play

See discussion on Autoreverse

11.1.1 Long play v. Default play

Tricky replacement work

The only problem with this dual-pulley arrangement, Jim adds, is that "you have to remove the back

cover of the cabinet to access the pulley, when you need to change the spindle around. This is a bit

cumbersome".

Incompatibility issue

It should also be pointed out that recordings made using the original pulley (22 mins) cannot be

played back properly using the slower, 30-minute pulley and vice-versa, as the playback speeds will be

incompatible with their original recording speeds. Consequently, if you wish to preserve old recordings

that were made using the default mode, and you also want to record 30-minute (long-play mode)

radio programmes, you will need one of Jim's pulleys.

High degree of craftsmanship

It would be extremely difficult to make such a pulley oneself, as it requires a high degree of skill and a

lathe, amongst other things. Another job best left to the real craftsman.

94
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11.2 Repairing an MC 6000 "wrecker" (8-11-2014)

Background

Some weeks ago (13 Oct 2014) there was an advert on Marktplaats for an MC 5001 mahogany table

model including a grey 5022 phono adaptor/converter. It sold rather quickly, or at least it disappeared

so quickly from the site that when I decided to place a bid, after thinking it over, the item had been

removed. (16 Oct.) A pity, but never mind. About the same time (11 Oct), a 6000 ”wrecker” was

advertised. I was able to buy this AND get it delivered home. (17 Oct)

Condition

The unit came on only the wooden base, but no housing/casing sand so it was terribly dusty. The tape

was in a sort of midway position. The story was that it had fallen and due to that the folding chassis

was torn of it’s hinges, shearing all cables from the prints etc. The thin cables to the recording heads

were also torn but luckily at the little support plate (which itself was cracked). In one place, a large

chunk was broken off a corner of the record/playback print. A biggish condenser is standing proud

there, possibly the reason why. Also, the metal frame of the folding chassis and the steel bracket for

the 3-pin X-rail were heavily bent.

It came with an original 5022 phono converter unit - a nice find - albeit without the plastic housing

and switch, but ‘’wired into the circuit’’. I got the dimensions from this and added them to the

document “Actual dimensions of PCB’s” which you have added to the end of the article on the DIY 5012

mixer unit. I will send the revised document in a separate email and maybe you want to replace it on

the site as it is now fully complete.

Repairs

1. Mechanical repair of frame and bracket were easy enough – a bit of bending.

2. The broken part of the print board had to be repaired by placing it in the correct position and

soldering the copper traces in a ‘stitching mode’. Finished by dripping super glue in the crack. It all

connected OK and was rigid enough for service.

3. Another problem was the coil in the pilot-signal circuit. This had broken off its base and was

dangling from one of the two leads. Those leads were the actual wires from the coil inside the

ferrite core and thin as a hair (±0.04 mm)!! I was able to place the thing on its base and fix it with

super glue. Then there was just about enough length left to solder the thin wire on its pin.

4. More difficult was the repair to coil L930 in the record/playback circuit. It was completely loose.

Torn from it’s Pertinax base while shearing all 4 of it’s thin wires but leaving the pertinax partly and

the pins fully affixed to the print. Careful study of the coil revealed that it should just about be

possible to solder the 4 wires back to the correct locations. The process was as follows: (alas, no

photos taken, too eager to get job done!)

a. Pertinax coil base removed from the last pin and super glued to coil centre.

b. Unsolder and remove all 4 pins and made sure holes in print are open.

c. Wriggle / fumble to fit pins back in the holes of the Pertinax base.

d. Try and fit back on print for correct alignment one after another as you go. NOTE: There is a 5th

pin for a one-way-fitting as used during production.

e. Secure the 4 pins SPARINGLY with super glue.

f. Take a multi-strand wire, strip for about 20mm and cut off 4 strands.

g. Wrap two turns on a pin at underside of pertinax base. One pin each time.

h. Solder it with a small tipped, light power iron (20-30 Watts).
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CAUTION: Fumes of heated super glue are toxic and very irritating to the naked eye.

i. Very carefully scrape lacquer of remaining end of coil wire. MINIMUM !!!!

j. Lay end of new wire along the remaining bit and with a set of pincers bend small hooks on

them. Cut off spare bit of new wire. This is a very tricky operation but CAN be done.

k. Using the small tipped iron lightly solder wires together by placing a small blob on them after

heating sufficiently.

l. Do this for all 4 coil leads in turn and then measure them for continuity. If you have done a

proper job you will be able to the find 2 coils reconnected.

m. Place a drop of paint on each blob of solder to fix it to the ferrite core. TIP: I regularly use nail

varnish for these jobs.

n. Fit repaired coil on the record/playback print and solder to copper traces.

5. Another totally different problem was the 110V American-style transformer. These come with

aluminium covers over the windings. An additional 220/110V transformer is needed to operate the

unit. It was loosely added and during the fall had managed to drop right onto the covering. A nasty

dent was the result. Removal and disassembly of the 110V transformer was needed to look and see

if the windings were damaged in any one way. Luckily they were not and tapping back the dent was

all that was required.

6. More problems followed with various loose soldering. It appeared that the hobbyist building this

unit did not really put enough heat in some of the joints.

7. The sheared loose wires took some tracing as not all wires were coloured / placed as per the

original build instructions which I possess.

8. Also the 5022 converter was properly fixed and dangled loose at the back. It was wired in the

ingoing signal circuit with its own wiring loom.

9. The 220/110V transformer had to be securely fixed to a corner of the wooden base. 

10. Some small items still need to be checked out too before powering up. I will see what it does when

powering up and then rewind all tape back to the left drum. 

11. Building a simple casing (i.e. cabinet) is next on the to-do list.

Cleaning

The whole thing has been blown off with compressed air. However, there may be a lot of hidden

problems due to dust ingression. The part of the tape which was on the outside of the drums was

cleaned with an ethanol-drenched swab prior to later winding.

Regards

Duncan Galloway

8-11-2014
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11.3 MC 5001 with inoperative radio (10-08-2015) (EN)

On 4-8-2015, Gerhard wrote: 

"Hallo Duncan, I own a Schaub Lorenz Music Center 5001 Serial No. 83013. Due to lack of space I want to

sell it. The tape still contains music, but I cannot get sound from the radio. Please advise me what I should

do. Any advice welcome".

In response to Gerhard's message, Duncan Galloway replied:

“Strange that only the radio is inoperative. Tape and radio are fed through a common amplifier and share

the power supply. The power supply contains a total of 3 fuses (1x exchangeable on the transformer and 2x

soldered into the wiring to the print), so I don’t think that’s the problem. I don’t know how handy you are

with electronics, but here are some points to check out“.

Disclaimer

ALTHOUGH CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE, I CAN NEVER BE HELD RESPONSIBLE,

NOR CAN THE WEB ADMINISTRATOR, FOR ANY DAMAGE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF, OR THE

CARRYING OUT OF, THE FOLLOWING ADVICE.

1. For reception on LW / MW and KW, the plug of the built-in antenna must be in it’s socket. If it is

missing, a piece of electrical wire of 1 to 2 meters will be fine for testing. (you can also roll out an

extension cord and hold 1 pin of the plug against the antenna socket).

2. The same applies for UK (= FM) reception. Use the built-in 2-pin antenna plug. If it is missing, a

single wire on only one socket of the FM antenna will usually not suffice. You may have a T-shaped

FM (lint-type) antenna from a stereo set. That is suitable and has the correct impedance.

3. Do the controls for volume, bass and descant (= treble) work for the Tape Unit? If so, there is

nothing wrong with the amplifier or it’s power supply.

4. Press the MW button and turn the tuning knob (left top): Does the RH-indicator move too? If yes,

continue to turn slowly in order to scan the whole scale so as to receive any station. NB: hardly any

reception will be had on LW or KW without a really good antenna system.

If it doesn’t move, then the plastic selection gear is broken. It becomes brittle due to ageing since, at

the time, it was very high-tech and the manufacturer had insufficient understanding of the materials

being used.

The gears are needed as they contain 2 separate tuning capacitors. The LW / MW / KW all operate

using the same gear. If you push the UK switches, it switches to the other gear. In the 3 radio units I

own, 5 out of the 6 gears were broken and required considerable effort to remove them. I made a

bush around each gear and then glued the parts to make them functional again.
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NOTE: It is easy to turn the cord and thereby the tuning capacitor, by carefully turning the lower of the

2 small pulleys visible at the back of the radio.

5. Turn the volume control fully to the LEFT and than about 1/3 to the RIGHT (equalling a rather loud

tape sound). Now press the UK button. Do you hear a short crackling sound from the loudspeaker?

If so, that’s the sound of the interchanging contacts in the switches generating a signal that passes

from the radio to the amplifier.

6. Again, turn the tuning knob and check whether the LH-indicator moves. If it moves, try turning it

slowly even further in order to scan the whole scale so as to receive any station. If it doesn’t move,

then the (other) plastic selection gear is also broken.

NOTE: See at MW, but now turn the upper of the 2 small pulleys to do some tuning.

7. If both indicators move AND no reception is heard but only a crackling sound when switching

wavebands, then the contacts of the switches are most likely dirty i.e. covered in dirt or oxides. You

can buy a can of contact cleaner (spay-type) to clean them up.

Do NOT use a general-purpose cleaner which also claims to clean electrical contacts. These are too

‘greasy’, so no WD40 or similar products.

Cleaning procedure

a. Pull out the plug from the wall socket, wait at least 5 minutes and then remove the back cover. Look

inside the Radio Unit and find the location of the 4 switches.
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b. Carefully spray a small quantity between the contacts of the 4 switches. (extension tube)

c. Press the buttons of the LW / MW / KW / UK 5x one by one. “Catch” the rebounding buttons with a

finger of the other hand (this is important so as not to overload the selection gears !!). Wait 5-10

minutes and press them again one by one. This should be sufficient to clean them properly.

d. Leave the back cover off for now, put the plug in the wall socket and try the radio.

e. If it works now, pull the plug out of the wall socket and wait 5 minutes and then replace the back

cover.

f. If there is no crackling sound when changing wavebands or when spraying/cleaning the contacts as

described in Point 7, wait 5 minutes after pulling out the plug from the wall socket. 

Meanwhile, look between the radio and the tape chassis and notice the 2 coloured wiring looms. The

radio signal passes through one of these looms. The big brown one is from the power unit so DO

NOT TOUCH – mains power present! They are permanently connected to the radio to the tape

chassis by 9-pin plugs. They only fit one way and also cannot be interchanged*. Wriggle them a little,

put the plug back in the wall socket and try the radio.

* They only fit one way in their socket, but effectively they can be interchanged if the Pertinax collar is

sufficiently damaged.
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NOTE: There are potentially lethal tensions/currents present in open equipment. This wriggling action

can be performed with the plug in the wall socket with the unit set to ‘Radio’. Any result (crackling) is

then directly audible.

If reception is present but sometimes fails after wriggling, then the pin contacts may be soiled.

Carefully pull the relevant plug from its socket and note the ‘slot’ in the circle of pins. Spray the plug

very sparingly with cleaner and refit. Be careful to locate the ‘slot’ in the correct position, otherwise you

may damage the pins. Feel your way with the pins; plug should slide in easily.

If all this does not produce the desired result, perform a more extensive investigation into the wiring

and/or radio.

If you use a local audio repairer, any repairs may be very expensive because so few people are familiar

with these rare machines. Nevertheless, there’s no harm in asking. Please note that a repair engineer

will need to have the whole machine as the power and amplifier are separate units.

A final warning about the radio

The front of the radio, that is the part which positions it in the cabinet and onto which are also fitted

the tuning wires / indicators, is also manufactured in plastic. (partly visible on photo at 4). Alas also

very vulnerable and as long as left alone it is fine. As soon as the radio is removed there is a real

chance that any cracks get worse and/or the part breaks. Absolute care is required not to overstress

this part. The indicators over the years have also become very brittle. All plastic parts are absolutely

unobtainable and when damaged must be repaired in an artisan way with love and care.

Good luck!

Duncan Galloway
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11.4 MC 5001 met niet-werkende radio (10-08-2015) (NL)

Op 4-8-2015, Gerhard schreef in het Engels: 

"Hallo Duncan, I own a Schaub Lorenz Music Center 5001 Serial No. 83013. Due to lack of space I want to

sell it. The tape still contains music, but I cannot get sound from the radio. Please advise me what I should

do. Any advice welcome".

Naar aanleiding van Gerhard's opmerking, beantwoorde Duncan:

“Vreemd echter dat slechts de radio het niet doet. Tape en radio worden weergegeven over een

gemeenschappelijke versterker en delen de voeding. Er zitten totaal 3 zekeringen in de voeding (1x

uitwisselbaar op de trafo en 2x ingesoldeerd naar de print toe) maar dat lijkt mij dus niet de kwaal. Weet

niet hoe handig je met elektro(nica) bent maar hierbij een paar checkpuntjes.”

Disclaimer

ALHOEWEL ZE NAAR EER EN GEWETEN JUIST ZIJN, BEN IK NIMMER, EN IN GEEN ENKEL

VERBAND, VERANTWOORDELIJK VOOR ENIGE SCHADE OF LETSEL VOORTVLOEIENDE UIT HET

GEBRUIK, OF HET UITVOEREN VAN, DE ONDERSTAANDE ADVIEZEN.

1. Voor ontvangst op de LW / MW en KW moet minimaal het stekertje van de ingebouwde antenne in

de antennebus zitten. Bij gebrek daaraan voldoet een stuk snoer van 1 á 2 meter als test. (ook kun

je een verlengsnoer uitrollen en 1 pen even tegen de antennebus houden).

2. Voor de UK (= FM) ontvangst is dit soortgelijk. Gebruik de ingebouwde antenne 2-pen steker. Bij

gebrek hieraan voldoet een enkele draad op slechts één bus meestal niet. Misschien hebt u van een

stereoset zo’n T-vormige lint antenne, die zijn goed bruikbaar en hebben de juiste impedantie.

3. Werken de volume-, bass- en discant (= klankkleur) regelaars wél bij weergave van de tape dan is

er niets mis met de versterker en z’n voeding.

4. Druk op toets MW en verdraai de afstemknop (linksboven): beweegt de rechter wijzer mee? Zo niet

dan is het kunststof selectietandwiel gebroken. Is bros geworden door ouderdom want was

indertijd een high-tech gebeuren om er kunststof voor te gebruiken en er was weinig ervaring met

de gebruikte materialen.

In de 3 radio-units welke ik bezit zijn er 5 van de 6 gebroken en daar heb ik met veel werk een busje

om gemaakt waardoor ze weer functioneren.
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NOOT: LW / MW / KW werken allemaal met hetzelfde tandwiel. Er is echter nauwelijks ontvangst op LW

of KW zonder een echt goede antenne.

5. Draai de volumeregelaar helemaal linksom en dan ongeveer 1/3 rechtsom (= een wat luide tape-

weergave). Druk nu op de UK toets. Kraakt er dan kort iets in de luidspreker? Fijn, dat zijn de

wisselende contacten in de schakelaar en er gaat dus signaal van de radio naar de versterker.

6. Draai weer aan de afstemknop en kijk of de linker wijzer beweegt. Zo ja probeer langzaam

draaiende de hele schaal te doorlopen om ontvangst te krijgen. Zo nee dan is ook hier het

kunststof selectietandwiel gebroken.

7. Als beide schaalwijzers bewegen, er geen ontvangst is maar wel gekraak bij omschakelen van

golfbereik dan zullen de kontakten in de schakelaars vervuild zijn. Hiervoor zijn in de handel

spuitbussen met contactreiniger te koop.

Ga NIET voor een ‘algemene’ reiniger die ook claimt naast scharnieren te smeren ook elektrische

contacten te reinigen. Die zijn te vettig, dus geen WD40 oid.

Schoonmaakprocedure

a. Haal de steker uit stopkontakt, wacht minimaal 5 minuten en verwijder dan de achterwand. Kijk in

het radiodeel en zie de 4 schakelaars zitten.

b. Spuit voorzichtig een kleine hoeveelheid tussen de kontakten van de 4 schakelaars.

c. Druk meermaals (5x) om-en-om de schakelaars van LW / MW / KW / UW in. Hierbij de

terugspringende knoppen telkens ”opvangen” met een vinger van de andere hand (belangrijk om

de selectietandwielen niet te zwaar te belasten). Wacht een 5-10 minuten en duw ze nogmaals 5x

om-en-om in.
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d. Laat de achterwand er nog even af, doe de steker terug in stopkontakt en probeer de radio.

e. Werkt die nu dan steker uit stopkontakt en 5 min wachten waarna de achterwand weer kan worden

gemonteerd.

f. Als er helemaal geen gekraak te horen was, of na inspuiten kontakten per 7), wacht dan 5 minuten

na de steker uit het stopkontakt te hebben gehaald.

Kijk inmiddels tussen radiodeel en tape-chassis waar 2 gekleurde kabelbomen lopen. Door één ervan

komt het radio-signaal.

Die zitten met 9-polige stekers vast welke maar op één manier en niet verwisseld passen. Wrik er een

beetje aan, doe de steker terug in stopkontakt en probeer de radio. 

NOOT: Als u terzake kundig bent, dus weet dat er in het open apparaat potentieel gevaarlijke

spanningen/stromen aanwezig zijn!!, kan dit wrikken ook gebeuren met de steker in het stopkontakt

en het toestel op radio ingeschakeld. Dan is een eventueel resultaat direct hoorbaar.

Mocht dit alles niet tot resultaat leiden dan moet er een nader onderzoek in de bedrading en/of de

radio plaatsvinden. Indien aangeleverd bij een lokale audio-reparateur dan zal het mogelijk (te)

kostbaar uitvallen want er zijn maar weinigen die deze apparaten begrijpen.

Nog een laatste waarschuwing mbt de radio

Het front van de radio, = dat deel waarmee hij in de kast gepositioneerd is en waarop ook de

schaalsnaren / wijzers zitten gemonteerd, is ook van kunststof (deels zichtbaar in foto bij punt 4).

Helaas ook erg kwetsbaar en zolang het zit gaat het wel. Zodra de radio-unit wordt verwijderd, is er

grote kans dat de barsten doorschieten en/of het deel breekt. Absolute voorzichtigheid is hier

noodzakelijk. Ook de wijzers zijn erg bros geworden met de jaren. Alle kunststof delen zijn absoluut

onverkrijgbaar en moeten bij schade met kunst en vliegwerk worden gerepareerd.

Succes en groetjes,

Duncan Galloway
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12 JOURNAL ARTICLES

12.1 Heimtongerät (Knochenhauer, 1965)
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12.2 Programmspeicher (Limann, 1965)
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12.3 Magnetbandspieler (Liss, 1965)
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12.4 Magnettongerät mit 126-Spur-Band (Reuber, 1965)
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12.5 Music Center Stereo 6000 (Kolverschoten, 1969)
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12.6 Muziekmachine (Elektuur, 1971)
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12.7 Das music-center 5001 van Schaub-Lorenz (Engel, 1998)
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12.8 Konzept für Thema BBG (Hamann, 2008)
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13 POST

13.1 Fixing loose tape-track selector (24-10-2008)

To fix a loose tape-track selector (resulting from too much play in track selector knob, which causes

the tape head to position itself between two parallel tracks):

Advice

You should be able to adjust this yourself.1 Can’t remember exactly what, but it’s a screw or Allen key

fixing on the shaft (ed. connected to knob) – it just has to be tightened. Contact me again if it’s more

complicated and has to come here.

Best regards

Mike Solomons

London Sound

Harrow

North London

e-mail: 24-10-2008

Footnote
1. Problem is caused by a loose grub screw on selector shaft (see Bryan McAlley’s post, 23-02-2014)
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13.2 Music Center articles in Dutch ‘Elektuur’ (17-6-2009)

I was surprised to find a website dedicated to the Music Center. There is much interesting information

on your website: history, the known problems, etc. I learned a lot about the Music Center in a very

short time.

I don’t think you have the Dutch article about the Music Center published in the March 1971 issue of

Elektuur on your website. If you don’t have it, please tell me and I will scan it for you.

My 6000 Music Center is completely assembled and housed in a wooden cabinet. It should be in

working order, I was told. I got my Music Center from a colleague who retired a few years ago. It came

with the original assembly information and with 2 copies of Elektuur.

Here is a summary of what the two Dutch Elektuur articles contain:

1969 Elektuur article:

· general description of the kit (electrical + mechanical)

· change germanium->silicon + adjust resistors- result: 40Hz-14kHz ± 6dB -> 16Hz-17kHz ± 3dB

1971 Elektuur article:

· missing diode on relay coil, ruining LDR-r404

· adjustment procedures for Record and Playback amplifier

· adjusting automatic volume control

· connecting to amplifier: level/impedance

· wiring the motor directly to 220v (the kit is 110v)

Regards

Ite Weide

Electronic engineer

Amersfoort

The Netherlands

e-mail: 17-6-2009
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13.3 Source of endless fascination (9-7-2009)

I just wanted to congratulate you on your excellent and fascinating website. I’ve written to you before

but am not sure the emails got through.

I bought my 5001 in 1999 from a retro antiques shop in Westerham, Kent, No-one in the shop knew

anything about it, even how to operate it. But I loved the look of the machine and the warm

“technicolor” sound its radio produced. No-one could explain the other half of the machine or

thought it worked. But I happily handed over £100 just to listen to the radio on it.

You can imagine my joy on getting the machine home to discover its other half, packed with recordings

from BBC Radio in the 1960s and of easy-listening music probably recorded from disc. Also the

wonderful noises it made clunking between tracks and rewinding. Just the recordings and

crassness/formality of the wonderful 1960s presenters were worth my £100.

My machine is in excellent working condition, it can still record and looks fabulous inside. Its missing

one of its grey sound controls (just a spindle) and a bit of silvered trim at the bottom of the fascia.

I’d dearly love to be able to replace them and would welcome any suggestions. Mike Solomons

couldn’t help me on that one. While I’m aware he’s the only man who’ll ever be able to service it, I

haven’t taken it to him yet….on the basis that if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.

The Music Center is a source of endless fascination to any visitors I have and whenever I switch it on,

seems so happy to have been rediscovered. It’s one of my most treasured possessions and I take

great care of it. I think its sound quality – in common with other audio equipment of its period – is

brilliant, far more authentic and warm than the mega-crisp hi-fi’s of today.

I’m so glad to have discovered your website (www.ilove-schaub-lorenz-music-centers.com) and to have

learnt more about its history. I’m in my mid-40s now, so had only just arrived in this world when this

machine was launched. So thanks very much for sharing all your knowledge.

Regards

Jonathan Challis

Producer-Director at Natural History New Zealand

e-mail: 9-07-2009
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13.4 Expanding collection of Music Centers (20-8-2010)

We exchanged mails a few times last year.  I’m just dropping you a line to let you know I’ve enjoyed

reading your updated Schaub website and that it’s still very much appreciated. Sorry I never got back

to you on the video idea I had. As well as being just too busy, Mike Solomons didn’t seem keen on

courting any more publicity as he has plenty of work already thank you very much!  He would need to

be a key character in any video I believe. But the idea’s still there so maybe someday.

Herbert Hamann (whose address you kindly gave me) sent me some very useful literature (diagrams,

service sheets, etc) and a few spare parts. Now living in Austria, he was delighted that I used the BBG to

listen to the New Year’s Day concert from Vienna this year.

I have now purchased a total of four 5001s.

1. 1999 from a retro antiques shop – £100 – excellent visual and working condition. Fantastic 'light

music' recordings. No restoration work carried out as yet.

2. 2009 July via eBay in Grove Park, South East London – £10 – needed a lot of cleaning up after

sitting ignored in a corner for most of its life. Didn’t work at all until Mike Solomons worked his

magic with a full restoration (sent you the report last year). Again, fantastic range of recordings, a

fair few more this time from a turntable.

3. 2009 November via eBay in Maidstone, Kent – £25 – lighter teak model. Quite tatty. Radio works.

Tape unthreaded. Has been given to Mike Solomons as a donor for other repairs. Would love to

find out what’s on its tape someday, but as you know, these tapes come in varying sizes and may

not work in other units.

4. 2010 August via eBay in Maldon, Essex – free but £10 given in gratitude. Excellent cosmetic

condition and reasonable working order but quite a few issues with tape recorder and radio so

handed this week to Mike Solomons for a complete once over.  It came with a track listing log

book, something I have long hankered for.

I took a look at yet another MC in Maidstone this week, apparently working but in pretty poor cosmetic

condition. So I’ve decided not to rescue that one. They seem to come up on eBay about once or twice

year – which is quite enough for me given the cost of restoration. As part of my mission to rescue

these from oblivion and the rubbish tip, my two main criteria are good cosmetic condition and

interesting recordings of reasonable sound quality. Because Mike Solomons is such a wizard, I don’t

worry too much if they have technical faults. It always seems to be the same things that Mike replaces –

relays, light dependent resistors – very similar to what he did for your machine. The benefit of buying

several machines is that I’ve gradually been able to replace any missing knobs or trim on earlier

purchases. I stripped a fair amount of machine number 3 which Mike is now using as a donor for my

current and future repairs.

My eBay buying policy is to wait until the very end of an auction and if no-one else has made an offer,

contact the buyer, find out what they’ll do with it and buy it if necessary to avoid the unit being

dumped. The seller of my latest machine was so pleased that someone would restore and take care of

his gran’s old Schaub that he offered it to me at no charge. Once that machine is repaired and after

I’ve enjoyed it for a while, I may consider selling it. Not only does it have a slightly less interesting

range of recordings, I have limited space in my home. I don’t expect to make any great profit after

Mike’s repair and may even make a bit of a loss, but my main motive is to keep these wonderful units

alive and in use.

Keep up the good work!

Best wishes

Jonathan Challis, Producer-Director at NHNZ. e-mail: 20-8-2010
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13.5 Repairing an MC 6000 (25-12-2013)

Logbook

This morning I’d decided to make up a Logbook in Excel as we have 3 machines to check for ”time

capsule" information (i.e. old recordings). In doing so, I thought it would be nice to have some sort of a

cover text and wanted to know what the original was called. I’ve seen it somewhere in your website and

looked it up. It was called Programmheft.

My 2nd MC 6000

The second MC 6000 I own, in its partly see-through housing:

1. Has been running more or less continuously through all it’s 81 tracks. It does cut off rather abruptly

when the ”end-contact” on the gear cam comes into operation. 

2. It does, however, rewind correctly and it does select the next track. 

3. The rewind is followed by an automatic restart and the machine plays the already selected next

track. When I press STOP, it rewinds and plays forward to set the tape-start at the threshold for

later use.

4. Most of the tracks appear to have been recorded in mono mode  – WHY? Some other tracks (if

stereo) or the monos, are very faint and a minute movement of the track selector knob improves

the faintness. Possibly recorded prior to some head/tape adjustment. I’ll leave it alone as this

machine is the best functioning of my three.

5. The tracks contain mostly 60-70’s music with quite a bit of rock-n-roll style music. Nice to have it

running, but nothing really special worthwhile keeping.

6. The earlier 6000 that I own now has its own power unit now based around an original (5001/5005)

220v transformer (photo). A housing has to be made as we’ll leave it outside the machine casing.

Power unit

Since I drafted the post on how to use a 5001 power unit on an MC 6000, I have come to realise that

this is a one-off situation.

1. The pins in the 12-pin connector, intended for the phono/radio adaptor 5022, may not operate

continuously with the higher voltages/currents. We will use it as it is now with our home-made

connector. A piece of string is required to disconnect, as the pins clamp nice and tight.

2. There is always the possibility of bringing the cables from the internal AMP connector outside to a

more substantial type of connector.

3. Earlier I wrote about a 16.5 Zener instead of original 16v one, albeit of the same TYPE. Power unit

works OK with it and the 18v is adjustable between 16,5v (minimum trimpot setting) to about 21,5v

in a nice gradual mode. Under load, it dropped to 17.65v, so upped it when fully working to 18,03v.

News

1. May have found a source for the 12-p plug complete with chassis part.

2. The guy with SL bits did not come back to me – pity.

3. Tracked down a Bauanleitung (ed. construction manual) for the (RST) 6000 chassis AND was able to

borrow it – although at a price. Made a straightforward copy and had a friend scan all but the last

pages (over A3-size). Alas, a bit darkish to print nicely. Did a translation from German into English in

WORD, but 2 of the pages with printed circuit boards needed a higher quality scan.

Regards

Duncan Galloway

e-mail: 25-12-2013 (abridged)
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13.6 Loose tape-track selector fixed (23-2-2014)

The good news is that I’ve spent today dismantling and repairing your 5001. I removed, cleaned and

reinstated the volume control, which was in a parlous state –  a huge build-up of carbon residue on

the track. It has responded well to cleaning and now is crackle-free!!

The play on the selector knob and resultant track shift was due to a loose grub screw on the selector

shaft – easy once you get to it, but to get to it I had to get the main chassis out of the cabinet. Once I

had realigned the track selector, it was fine.  It now works perfectly.

Finally, the bass knob was about to disintegrate, so I’ve replaced it with one from my many 5001

spares!

The machine is in very good nick and hasn’t been mucked about with. It is a very late model and has

the light brown/grey tape you see on those.

I’ve soak tested it and it’s fine – it’s wrapped up again in its very smart cover.  I’ll give you a conducted

tour of the workshop and some recent projects when we meet.

All the best

Bryan McAlley

Music Center repairer

UK

e-mail: 23-02-2014
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13.7 Manuals have been helpful (10-5-2014)

I’ve been rather busy getting 4 of the present 5 Music Centers working. Here is a recap about my

acquisitions and the work I've carried out.

The books (i.e. your Schaub-Lorenz manuals) so far have been helpful. Having studied them, I now

understand the machine.

I made various tools for setup and adjustments based on what the procedures describe. Most photos

are of such poor quality to see detail. But having a machine myself, it all comes together. We currently

possess: 1 x MC 5001, 1 x MC 5005 and 3 x MC 6000 music centers.

The ‘wrecker’ 6000 without power supply

It is now 99% working OK. The power supplied through the signal socket at the back is, in retrospect, a

one-off modification. I left it as is. NOTE. My article containing all the info for adapting the wires is

therefore obsolete now. Unless it is rewritten as an advice about ”How to make the special plug to the

signal socket”.

a. Had endless problems with the tape drive till I eventually decided to dismantle the whole relay print.

b. Various copper traces hidden under the switch-insulation plate, were burned away and others were

already replaced by wires by a previous owner.

c. Some non-original connections were removed.

d. I painstakingly drew the whole copper side as it differs from the 5001/5005 model (e.g. different

relay pins). How often do you have the opportunity to do that? It’s on scale 1:1 and copied onto an

overhead-projector sheet for a components-side view. Checked against a 6000 diagram, which I’ve

located, it now works OK. Only thing is the LDR (light-dependent resistor) at end-of-tape. It won't

operate as the tape is too long – the cam gear cuts out before the LDR can become effective.

e. The replaced LDR works OK at the beginning and parks the tape after rewinding ready at the

threshold when STOP is operated.

f. I did build a phono adaptor (like the 5022) as recording on an empty space of tape was too weak.

But with the pre-amplifier it’s fine.

g. Tracks do not contain the dearly hoped-for Indo-rock, but plenty of 70-80s music and a lot of jazz

music.

2. 6000 in 1/2 transparent DIY casing

Works OK and the power comes from a ring-core transformer (original wire re-used? I do not know).

While working on the others, I have listened to all tracks which contain a nice mix of mostly rock ‘n roll.

6000 in an ugly DIY casing

I was given this MC 6000 for spares. However, upon inspection and subsequent power-up, it works

fine. So it will not be broken up for spares. It has the 5 round push button switch unit, but no mains

switch. The power comes from an original 110v American unit, but someone built in a 220-110v

transformer, so I can simply plug it into the mains electricity. A minor drawback is that the rewind wheel

sometimes slips on the RH drum. Should be simple to correct. The tape contains a nice mix of 80-90s

music, but I’ve not listened to all the tracks yet.

The 5001 in original mahogany casing

Is operating 90% correctly. 

a. Needs some work on the tape drive as it will not continue playing after the auto-rewind at end of

tape. Only power-off will restart it.
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b. The drive belt for the tape-run tell-tale also needs to be replaced. CAUTION: This can be a rather a

dangerous operation as one can easily lose all adjustment of the gears involved. My experience

and revised method will help here. 

c. Possibly needs a new tape / and or new heads, as there is a lot of noise / less sound. Both of these

are present. 

d. Tape contains a mess of all sorts on the few tracks I’ve listened too. The children were allowed to

play with it at times.

A 5005 radiogram in original casing

a. Has good roll doors but non-original square-tube frame/legs.

b. Had blown fuses, came without a drive belt. Blown fuses were due to testing by former owner,

gathered from his conversation and dropping the sale price. Added 3 fuse-holders to replace the

soldered-in fuses (done this for all 5 machines).

c. No ventilator (ed. fan) or air filter + housing. Bought 4 spares and 4 spares for the ventilators in

6000/2 + 6000/3 as these were also available.

d. Gramophone stuck. A puny (ed. German) Perpetuum Ebner – had got stuck and had a partly

dismantled motor. Repaired and works OK. Sound from the PQ was not great but replacing the

‘unknown’ – possibly AC126 – transistor in the phono adaptor for a BC107 gave much better quality.

e. Missing wooden support for radio. Plastic support at radio in much better condition than in the

5001.

f. The folding chassis was made-up and now in place. 

g. Found a new drive belt.

h. Needs a replacement tape-run tell-tale drive belt. I use an O-ring 55 x 2 or 54 x 2 for these.

The tape contains a mix of mainly Dutch vocal music of the 1960s-70s.

Regards

Duncan Galloway

The Netherlands

e-mail: 10-05-14
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